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Proportional navigation has long been an active area ofresearch in the guidance and control
community. It is easy to implement and effective in most applications. However, propor-
tional navigation leads to poor observability problems when using bearings-only measure-
ments. Bearings-only measurement systems are common in guidance and target tracking, as
they are low-cost and free from jam noise. Proportional navigation guidance systems with
bearings-only measurements are not only practically important, but also theoretically inter-
esting and nontrivial, due to their time-varying dynamics, highly nonlinear measurements,
and complex engagement geometry when the target is maneuverable.
This thesis is concerned with observability enhancement and performance analysis of
proportional navigation guidance systems. To tackle the low observability problem involved
in proportional navigation systems with angle-only information, observability analysis is
rigorously performed in order to grasp a better understanding of the essence of the prob-
lem. Necessary and sufficient conditions for system observability are firmly established,
and are general enough to encompass most previous results. Extensions of these condi-
tions are readily applicable to observability checks with practical guidance laws in closed
loop. The observability analysis paves the way for improvement of system performance and
development of new guidance laws.
Among existing guidance laws proposed to improve system observability as well as inter-
ception performance, additive proportional navigation is a class of guidance that preserves
the simplicity in design and realization, while enhancing system observability by incorpo-
rating a measure of information content. Based on the thermal noise model, a new form of
additive observable proportional navigation is presented in this thesis. Analysis undertaken
v1
demonstrates that this new guidance law outperforms true proportional navigation, which is
the most accepted guidance law, by offering a better possibility of observable systems and a
larger region of interception. The effectiveness of this new control law is also confirmed by
simulations. Bounds of system navigation constants to ensure interception are provided as
guidelines for system design.
To account for the finite acceleration capability of real-world guidance systems due to
physical limitations, effects of acceleration saturation constraint are investigated. In con-
trast to the ideal system with infinite acceleration capability, more stringent requirements on
system initial launch conditions and different bounds of design parameters must be met to
achieve interception, using more total control effort. The degradation of system performance
due to saturation constraint is verified by extensive simulations.
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The background of navigation guidance and control systems is first introduced by ex-
plaining the block diagram of a guidance system. Some issues worthy of research are
pointed out. The objectives of research on guidance systems with bearings-only measurc-






Since the 1940's, classical control theory has been used effectively in improving perfor-
mance of guidance systems [1]. However, advancement in aircraft and anti-missile tech-
nologies has presented more stringent requirements for guidance systems. Consequently, re-
search towards advanced theory and technology facing these challenges must be conducted'
One of the most challenging problems in modern guidance systems is that of a tactile
missile in pursuit of a highly maneuverable target [2]. The problem involves estimation of
uncertain dynamics of the target, guidance of the missile in a complex engagement geom-
etry, and control of the nonlinear missile. All these three areas, i.e., estimation, guidance,
and control, are nontrivial because the dynamics of guidance systems are inherently time-
varying and nonlinear. The nontriviality of guidance systems has attracted considerable
research attention [3].
Bearings-only measurement systems are very common in modern flight guidance. The
system is low-cost because it relies solely on a simple passive seeker, which provides only
bearing measurements. One added advantage of the system is that it is not subject to jam-
ming interference imposed by an intelligent target during the engagement. Besides being
practically significant, the system is theoretically interesting due to its time-varying dynam-
ics and nonlinear measurements. Therefore, the guidance system with bearings-only mea-
surements has attracted a great deal of interest in the literature [4]. This research tbcuses on
bearings-only guidance systems, aiming to improve the effectiveness of advanced guidance.
A typical flight guidance system can be represented as given in Figure 1.1. The functions
of each block are explained in the following paragraphs.
Seeker
The dynamics of the pursuer and the target are measured by on-board sensors in the seeker.
The sensored data are sent to a filter for processing. When a low-cost passive seeker is used
as in the case of bearings-only measurement systems, only angle information of the pursuer
and the target is available from its sensors.
Filter and Estimator


















Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a guidance system
problem of a maneuverable target, atar1et acceleration model is required for the purpose of
tar1etmaneuver detection and target tracking. With an assumed target acceleration model,
the filter processes the sensor information obtained by the seeker to provide such state esti-
mates as relative pursuer-target position, relative velocity, and relative acceleration.
Advanced Guidance
The role played by an advanced guidance law is to use the state estimates to generate com-
manded acceleration in an effort to guide the pursuer toward its target. In designing a guid-
ance law, there are several requirements to consider. These include terminal interception
accuracy, insensitivity toward parameter variation, and robustness against unceftainty in tar-
get maneuver. Because of the target's high agility, the ever changing target-pursuer geom-
etry, and the actuator constraints, the guidance law design is a nonlinear, time-varying, and
multi-objective problem. The presence of bearings-only measurements makes the design
even more complicated. For the angle-only measurement case, the well-known guidance
law, true proportional navigation (TPN) guidance law, shows poor intefception pefformance
due to the lack of system observability. Therefore, in addition to the general design re-
J
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quirements, observability enhancement becomes one of the major concerns in the design
of guidance for bearings-only measurement systems. 
'When all the requirements are com-
bined, the guidance law design for bearings-only guidance systems becomes a challenging
task, and the main task of this thesis.
Autopilot
The commanded outputs from the guidance law are translated by an autopilot into fin com-
mands that steer the pursuer towards the target. For the purpose of guidance law design in
this study, the autopilot is regarded as an ideal autopilot that has unity gain with no dynam-
ics. Such an autopilot has an immediate command response, and is able to drive the missile
precisely according to the commands of a guidance law.
Actuator
An actuator changes the electronic signals from the autopilot into mechanical forces which
physically drive the missile. In practice, an actuator is always subject to acceleration satu-
ration constraint. The effects of acceleration saturation constraint are studied in this work.
Pursuer and Thrget DYnamics









Figure L.2: Two-dimensional geometry of pursuer-target engagement
A pursuer traveling at the velocity Vp with heading angle 0 is aiming to intercept atarget
evading at the veloc ity V7 with heading angle /. It is well-known that the speed of a tactical
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missile is determined mainly by the propulsion system, and is not significantly changed by
the operation and control systems [5]. This physical characteristic justifies the assumption
that the pursuer's speed is a known time function, and is taken as constant for design pulpose.
Experience also suggests that the missile and the target can be treated as point mass for the
purpose of steering [5]. In this thesis, we consider a two-dimensional, point mass missile-
target engagement with constant speeds.
Two most frequently used terms in this thesis are introduced here.
Definition I line-of-sight angle: The line-of-si7ht (LOS) is defined as the imaginary line
connecting the pursuer and the target. The orientation of the line-of-sight with respect to
the fixed reference line is known as line-of-sight angle'
The line-of-sight (LOS) angle is shown as ø in Figure 1.2
Definition 2 miss distance: The miss distance defined at time t, is the relative distance that
would result if guidance were terminated at a particular time t'
In this thesis, the closest approach of the missile and the target at the final point of pursuit is
referred to as the miss distance.
With the background of guidance systems presented, we are now ready to identify some
research problems in this area.
1.2 Motivation and Significance
Utilizing only bearing angle measurements for guidance and target tracking is common in
homing missiles with passive sensors and in underwater passive target tracking. Their con-
trol and estimation problems are theoretically interesting and practically significant. These
problems are nontrivial due to the time varying system dynamics, the nonlinear measure-
ments, and the complex target-pursuit geometry when the target is maneuverable.
'When considering the homing missile guidance with bearings-only measurements, pro-
portional navigation guidance is the most popul ar 16, 71. The law generates the command
acceleration proportional to the line-of-sight angular rate in an effort to turn the missile in
5
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the direction needed to reduce the line-of-sight angular rate to zero, and to form a collision
course. To achieve effective target interception, good sensor measurements on the range
rate and the line-of-sight angular rate are needed. This may not be possible because the
sensor measurement available in this case gives bearing angle only. Even if an active sensor
is available, the range and the range rate can be jammed by an intelligent target, and con-
sequently, only angle information is reliable. State estimation errors can however become
large especially towards the end of the missile-target interception. This is undesirable since
accurate control action during this time is essential to accomplish the mission. Investiga-
tion in [8] shows that unsatisfactory terminal performance is due to the lack of observability
in the range and the range rate. The problem of low observability has been approached in
two research directions. One is to analyze observability characteristic of guidance systems
for the purpose of a better understanding of the essence of the problem, the other is to de-
sign new guidance algorithms with the aim of enhancing observability and ensuring final
interception.
1.2.1 ObservabilityAnalysis
The mathematical observability analysis of guidance systems and target tracking systems
that use bearings-only measurements has received considerable attention. In general, estab-
lishing solution uniqueness requirements for such systems is difficult because the pertinent
system models are nonlinear. By setting up the problem in a linear framework, necessary
observability conditions for non-maneuvering targets in naval applications are reported in
[9] for a two-dimensional model, and in [10] for a three-dimensional case. A necessary and
sufficient condition for an Nth-order dynamic target model is established in [11], where a
different problem formulation from [9, 10] is employed. Since the missile-target pursuit is
nonlinear in measurement, two approaches have been proposed to tackle the observability
analysis problem. Linearizalion is used in ll2,13l to derive sufficient conditions for the sys-
tem to be unobservable and the conditions provide insights into the relationship between the
system observability and the system state. The second approach is to recast the intrinsically
nonlinear measurement in a linear framework via the construction of a pseudo-measurement
6
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[14, 15]. Necessary and sufficient conditions for system observability for bearings-only tar-
get motion analysis are then derived based on this measulement model.
Although it is known that a guidance law has some effects on the system observability
[16], few studies on the linkage between practical guidance laws and system observability
have been reported. In most cases, only mathematical derivations on the observability crite-
ria without guidance laws in the loop have been presented. One exception is in [15], where
the effect of the true proportional navigation (TPN) law on system observability is analyzed,
yet there is no work done on examining more advanced guidance laws on the basis of the
obtained observability criteria.
An aim of this research is to investigate the observability characteristics and require-
ments of a two-dimensional bearings-only missile-target system under practical guidance
laws. prior to studying how guidance laws affect system observability, necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for observability of guidance systems, incorporating a general target model,
are rigorously established in Chapter 2. The criteria are sufficiently general, and readily ap-
plicable to observability analysis in a closed loop environment.
1.2.2 Observability-Enhanced Guidance Laws
There have been numerous studies dealing with observability-enhanced guidance control
laws in homing missiles t8l, t16l-t191. Investigation [8] reveals that when the missile and
the target are in a collision course, the information content of the bearings-only measure-
ments may not be sufficient to excite the Kalman filter under the proportional navigation
strategy of nullifying the line-of-sight angular rate. It follows that a more effective guidance
system should aim not only to nullify the angular rate, but also to enhance the information
content of the measurements in order to offer the filter sufficient information to generate
consistent estimates. One approach to obtain observability-enhanced guidance [16, 18] is to
formulate the guidance as an optimal quadratic control problem and to incorporate the Fisher
information matrix [20] as an index to modulate the trajectory in an information-enhanced
way. This control law is fairly effective but complex to implement.
A simple control scheme using a scalar variable which is computed from the trace of the
l
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observability matrix, in conjunction with proportional navigation control, is first proposed
in [19]. This scheme is motivated by meeting the two design aims of (i) retaining the simple
design and implementation feature of conventional proportional navigation, and (ii) offering
better observability in the homing phase of the mission. The guidance law is referred to
as the additive observable proportional navigation (AOPN) control law. Simulation studies
given in [21] show that the control enhances the observability of the system in both non-
maneuvering and maneuvering target engagements, and helps in overcoming the Kalman
filter divergence problem. Rudimentary guidelines are presented in [19] and [21] on how to
select the navigation constant of the added term. It is clear that the AOPN guidance control
is well-suited for low-cost homing missiles with bearings-only measurements, although re-
finement on the guidelines to ensure effective interception and further investigation into the
effect of the new term on the interception must be carried out.
Another AOPN guidance law based on a different noise model is proposed in this thesis.
The AOPN guidance law in [19] is referred to as AOPN-I, while the new law is termed
AOPN-II. The new control law also aims to offer better observability as well as to preserve
the simplicity in design and implementation. The investigation into AOPN-II and further
exploration into AOPN-I are conducted in Chapter 3'
Although observability-enhancement of all the proposed guidance laws have been ver-
ified by simulations, confirmation by rigorous analytical means for general cases has not
been conducted. The observability characteristics of the AOPN based guidance systems are
studied by applying the derived observability criteria to these systems in Chapter 3.
1.2.3 Acceleration Saturation Constraints
In the preceding discussion, it is implicitly assumed that the pursuer has adequate accelera-
tion capability in order to guide and hit the target. In fact, most studies on missile guidance
systems are carried out under the assumption that the pursuer could always provide suffi-
cient acceleration. In real-world applications, this assumption is impractical, as the pursuer's
acceleration is subject to saturation constraints'
Nonideal operating conditions under acceleration saturation constraints are quite com-
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mon. However, it has received very little treatment in the literatute, except in 1221,l23l and
[6]. In l22l and 1231, the influence of acceleration saturation on system interception is stud-
ied mainly via simulation for sinusoidal target models. It shows that the saturation tends to
enlarge the miss distance. In [6], the effects of saturation constraints on total control effort,
as well as on terminal performance, are investigated. The simulation in [6] reveals that sat-
uration constraints can result in more fuel consumption. All the findings are significant, but
there is no analytical justification to confirm the generality and accuracy of these findings.
The effects of the saturation constraints on system performance will be studied on a firm
analytical basis in Chapter 4.
L.3 Objectives and Research Methods
There are four main aims in this research.
Aim One Explore the characteristics of classical proportional navigation guidance laws
Aim Two Establish observability criteria with guidance laws in closed loop.
Aim Three Develop efiective guidance laws suitable for missiles with angle-only measure'
ments
Aim Four Investigate the fficts of acceleration constraints on system performance.
To fulfill these research aims, research methods used in the study are briefly described
here. In view of the mathematical analysis as a basis of studying the general case, all the
identified problems are first theoretically analyzed. Results drawn from the mathematical
analysis will be verified by simulations, which are conducted by two approaches- One is the
deterministic approach, in which the system is not subject to disturbance and all measure-
ments are assumed noise-free. In the deterministic approach, no state estimator is used, so
that the estimation effors need not be considered when studying the effect of guidance con-
trol. The second is the stochastic approach. The system and the measurements are subject to
noise and uncerl,ainty, and a state estimator is nccdcd. Since the process is stochastic, Monte




There are five chapters in this thesis. In Chapter 2,trueproportional navigation (TPN), being
one of most widely used guidance laws, is thoroughly studied. The target-pursuit motion
equations under the TPN guidance law are solved, the conditions to ensure interception
are derived, and total control effort is calculated. Observability conditions for systems with
bearings-only measurements are firmly established, and are applied to observability analysis
for both non-maneuvering and maneuvering target cases. The analysis reveals one major
limitation of TPN based systems.
In Chapter 3, a new proportional navigation guidance law is proposed to enhance sys-
tem observability by augmenting TPN with an additive information-enhanced term. This
guidance method is termed additive observable proportional navigation (AOPN). In inves-
tigating this guidance law, closed-form solutions to the pursuit problem are obtained. Con-
straints on system initial value and navigation constants for interception, and the optimal
value of the navigation constant of the additive term are derived, thus providing guidelines
for the design of the guidance systems. Analysis and simulation are carried out to confirm
the observability-enhancement behavior of the AOPN guidance laws. Comparative studies
of three guidance laws are conducted to provide a better understanding of their strength and
limitations.
In Chapter 4, the problem of acceleration saturation constraint is addressed. Four differ-
ent operating modes are discussed under the TPN and the AOPN guidance laws, and inter-
ception conditions for these operating modes are considered. Total control efforts consumed
in different modes are compared to stress the unfavorable effects of saturation constraints
on system performance.
In Chapter 5, all the major conclusions made in the thesis are summarized, and future
work is suggested.
L.5 Major Contributions
Contributions made in this research are now listed
10
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o Establishing necessary and sufficient observability conditions for guidance systems
engaging a maneuvering target when using bearings-only measurements;
o Applying the derived observability criteria to guidance systems under practical control
laws to gain insights into the linkage between systems observability and guidance
laws;
o Developing a new form of additive observable proportional navigation (AOPN) as
a guidance law to enhance system observability as well as to maintain simplicity in
implementation and effectiveness in interception;
o Deriving complete closed-form solutions to target-pursuit equations and interception
requirements on system initial launch conditions under two AOPN guidance laws;
o Providing guidelines on choosing design coeff,cients of two AOPN laws in terms of
the bounds and the optimal value of navigation constants;
o Investigating rigorously the effects of acceleration saturation constraints on system
performance.
11
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Chapter 2
Thue Proportional Navigation
As a major class of traditional guidance, true proportional navigation (TPN) has been
very popular both in theoretical research and in practical applications. In analyzing the
performance of TPN based guidance systems, the closed-form solution to pursuer-target
motion equations is derived, and constraints on system parameters and initial conditions
to ensure effective interception are determined. Investigation shows that target maneuver
causes deterioration in the system capturability. Based on the derived necessary and suffi-
cient conditions, observability characteristics of bearings-only pursuer-target motion under
TPN are investigated. Analysis reveals that the TPN based system suffers from the problem
of poor observability when using bearings-only measurements'
t2
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Proportional navigation is most widely used in short range guidance. It probably had
its origins among the mariners who realized that a collision was ensured if two constant
velocity vessels maintained a constant relative bearing while closing in range [24]. The first
application of proportional navigation in modern air-to-air and surface-to-air missile systems
can be dated back to the 1940s [25]. Since then, proportional navigation has been most
commonly used as an empirical guidance law, due to its simplicity, effectiveness, and ease
of implementation. It also has attracted a considerable amount of interest in the literature.
Proportional navigation schemes can be categorized into two major classes [26] as the
interceptorþursuer velocity referenced class, and the line-of-sight referenced class. Pure
proportional navigation l27l belongs to the former, while true proportional navigation be-
longs to the latter. This research is focused on true proportional navigation, because it is
mathematically more tractable than pure proportional navigation. Rigorous analysis on true
proportional navigation provides insights into various important aspects of proportional nav-
igation systems.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. The definition of true proportional navigation
is first introduced, followed by establishment of the system equations describing a target-
pursuit motion. Based on the closed-form solutions to the system motion equations, several
important properties of the guidance systems are studied, including capturability and total
control effort. Finally, the observability of the TPN based systems with bearings-only mea-
surements is analyzed by applying the derived observability criteria for general guidance
systems to a specific TPN system.
2.1 What Is TFue Proportional Navigation?
True proportional navigation (TPN) issues the commanded acceleration which is perpendic-
ular to the instantaneous pursuer-target line-of-sight (LOS) and is proportional to the line-
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where Ao is the commanded pursuer's acceleration; ¡ú is a positive navigation constant
which is a design gain; (the subscript "1" here is to make it distinguishable from other
navigation constants in the following chapters;) ä is the line-of-sight (LOS) angular rate;V
is the closing velocity, which is defined as the negative rate of change of the distance from
the pursuer to the target, i.e.,
V": _ R. Q.2)
A pursuer employing TPN aims not at the target but at the expected interception point
leading the target. From the expression of TPN given \n (2.1), it implies that this true
proportional navigation drives the LOS angle from the pursuer to target to a constant value,
so that the pursuer and the target are on a "collision course", and an interception can be
accomplished without further guidance. This fact underpins the rationale of TPN. That is, if
the LOS angle is constant, with faster speed of the pursuer over the tat1et, the pursuer will
eventually intercept the target. Note that o :0 is only one sufficient condition for being on
a collision course. The intuitively simple, operating principle of TPN is one reason which
contributes to its durability as a favorable guidance scheme'
In addition, the ease of design and implementation of TPN adds greatly to its popular-
ity. lf, is a navigation constant, and the range of 3 - 6 for l[ normally gives satisfactory
performance, even when the target follows a curved trajectory. 
'When implementing TPN,
measurements of the LOS angular rate and the closing velocity are provided by a seeker, or
are estimated by a filter. Compared with many other sophisticated guidance laws, TPN only
requires low levels of information input, and thus simplifies onboard sensor requirements.
However, the mathematical description of a TPN based guidance system for the simplest
two dimensional engagement involving only a non-maneuvering target can be highly nonlin-
ear. The inherent nonlinearity of the guidance system on one hand, renders system analysis
difficult and complex; on the other hand, has opened an exciting research area and thus has
received considerable attention. In the following sections, several aspects of TPN based
guidance systems are discussed in detail, including closed-form solution, capturability, total
control effort, and observability.
I4
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2.2 System Equation











Figure 2.L: Two-dimensional guidance engagement with pursuef heading angle
0 andtarget heading angle / in polar coordinate
and a target ? are points on a plane, moving with constant velocities Ve and V7, respectively.
When developing system equations, the gravitational effects have been simply neglected in
hope of gaining more understanding. The relative motion between the pursuer and the target
can be described in terms of the range rR and LOS angulaf rate o as Í6, l2l
Ìi - na' : Arn - Apa Q.3)
na + zha : Aro - Apo Q.4)
where ,R is the relative range with initial value Ro; o is the line-of-sight (LOS) angular rate
with initial value oo; A7¿ (respectively, A7) is the target acceleration component along
LOS (respectively, normal to LOS); Ap¿ (respectively, Ap) is the pursuer acceleration
component along LOS (respectively, normal to LOS).
'When using the TPN guidance law, which is applied normal to the pursuer-target line-
of-sight (LOS) with the magnitude proportional to the LOS angular rate o, the pursuer
acceleration ,4p is given, according to (2.1), as
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where l/r is a positive navigation constant.
In developing the system governing equations, a maneuvering target is modeled. There
are numerous target maneuver models proposed in the literature for three purposes: (i) de-
signing better guidance laws, as in augmented proportional navigation [28]; (ii) forming
effective filters in conjunction with those assumed models, as in [29]; (iii) obtaining the
performance of guidance laws against maneuvering targets, as in [30]. For the purpose of
performance analysis, we adopt the target model proposed in [31], as it is mathematically
tractable as well as practically reasonable.
The acceleration of a maneuvering target is assumed to be proportional to the range rate
.R and normal to LOS. The target maneuver acceleration takes the form as in [31],
A7R - 0; Aro: -'cosil (2.6)
where c is a non-negative constant of the target maneuver acceleration, and represents the
maneuverability of the target. That is, the larger the c, the more maneuverable the target.
When c : 0, the target model reduces to a non-maneuvering target case, i.e., the target is
not accelerating. V/ith ó0 being the system initial LOS angular fate, the target model (2.6)
is therefore scenario-related. Comparing (2.5) and (2.6), we observe that the target still
maintains maneuverability when the pursuer is on a conducive condition for interception
(i.e. when o - 0). The evasion from the pursuer in the final phase is exactly what an
intelligent target is expected to do.
From (2.3) to (2.6), the governing equations of the target-pursuit motion under the TPN
guidance law are obtained as
ii-na' : o Q.7)
na + zÈa : ¡vrna - cosi?. Q.8)
After establishing the system equations describing the target-pursuit motion, we are ready
to derive the solution to these nonlinear differential equations.
t6
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2.3 Closed-FormSolution
A closed-form solution plays an important role in analysis of system performance, and pro-
vides insights into many important design parameters. Despite its importance, an analytical
solution is not easy to derive, due to the high nonlinearity of the pursuer-target motion equa-
tions under TPN guidance laws. Since the first solution was reported for a non-maneuvering
target in 1321, many attempts have been made to solve nonlinear differential equations for
maneuvering targets t33l-t371.
For the motion equations of TPN base systems establishe d in (2.1) and (2.8), Yuan and
Chern derived the closed-form solution which yields comprehensible interpretation [31].
The approach and solution are summarized here with a modification which is explained in
the remarks.
Theorem 2.1 A closed-form solution to the dffirential equations (2.7) and (2.8), which
represent an interceptor in pursuit of a maneuvering target under the TPN guidance law,
consists of two parts.
(i) The LOS angular rate o is
,: *(*)*'-'*rf\l'-(*)''-'l , Qs)
(ii) The relative velocity R is
i* : R3ò3 (l- n\2/,R\2Nt-2+É(a/ .vFe(*)-]









which is directly proportional to the target maneuver constant c.
proof. Multiplyin g (2.8) by ff and using the unit mass angular momentum of the 
pursuer
(defined by R2o) and initial conditions, the LOS angular rate o can be obtained as (2-9).
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Note rhe LOS angular rate o given in (2.9) is also derived by imposing ¡ú > 3 which is a
necessary condition for interception.
Subsritutin g o in(2.9) into (2.7), andusing ädR : d (+), the solution of the range rate
can be written as (2.10).1
Remarks.
o The constraint ¡ü > 3 will be shown to be necessary for effective interception in
Theorem Z'2,hencethe solution obtained for case ¡y'1 : 2 inl3ll is discarded'
o The solution given in(2"9) and (2.10) reduces to thatfor anon-maneuvering target
when c : 0. For a non-maneuvering target, the solution also consists of two parts.







(ii) The relative velocity R is
i>z R3ã3 / r¿ \ 
2Nt-2 ;t R3ò3ñ" : -:=------= r ^ I -rf¿õ-lvr-r\¡¿oz ¡ú-1 Q'13)
o For a non-maneuvering target, i.e., when c : 0, the LOS angular tate o approaches
zero provided the range ,R approaches zero at the end of the engagement. That is, the
TPN law attempts to nullify the LOS angular rate. It follows that the pursuer and the
target are on a collision course at the end of pursuit and the interception is assured.
This confirms that TPN is very effective against a non-maneuvering target.
o The final LOS angular rate o ¡ is given from (2.9) as
ò¡: 39= e.r4)Nt-2
when -R -+ 0. The expression (2.I4) indicates the final LOS angular rate is propor-
tional to the target maneuver constant c.
o The expression of the range raþ Ì1, given in (2.10) for a maneuvering target case, or
in (2.13) for a non-maneuvering target case, consists of two parts. The first part is
linked to the pursuit motion and the rest is determined by the systetn initial conditions
and the navigation constant ly'1.
18
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o To illustrate how the target maneuver affects the closing speed, (2.10) is plotted in
Figure 2.2. Itis observed that the closing speed is the fastest for a non-maneuvering
target sase, as shown in the solid line. Figure 2.2 demonstrates that the target maneu-
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Figure 2.22 ft versus ft for three different target maneuvers under TPN








The ability of a pursuer to capture atarget,which is referred to as capturability, is determined
not only by guidance laws and target dynamics, but also by the initial launch conditions of
pursuer-target engagements. To understand how initial conditions affect capturability, we
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'When 
a pursuer employing TPN is to intercept atarget, the capture is restricted to those
systems whose initial conditions fall within a determined area, known as capture area 1381.
If the region formed by the system initial conditions is laying outside the capture area' an
interception is not achievable.
For the pursuer-target dynamics modeledby (2.1) and (2.8), the capture area and the
constraint on the navigation constant l{r to ensure effective interception are given in Theo-
rem2.2.
Theorem 2.2 To effectively intercept a maneuvering target modeled by (2.6) when the true











c: ho. (2.18)" - Rooil
proof. To guarantee effective capture, the pursuer should intercept the target with a finite
acceleration and within a finite time [33]. From (2.9), Nr should be larger than two to
prevent ä from becoming infinity when -R approaches zero at the final course of pursuit.
Otherwise, an infinite control force lúrRo is required in the final engagement'
Differentiating Q.9) leads to
ö -- os(N1- 2 - ")
R
Rt
From (2.1g), it follows that l/r ) 3 can prevent the LOS angular acceleration ä from
approaching infinity as R -+ 0. Therefore, Iy'1 > 3 should hold to avoid an infinite torque
on the seeker, and hence to obtain good measurements.
From the final closing speed ,R¡ given in (2.15), we observe that condition (2.17) must








o The inequality (2.11) determines the ranges of ø0, Rs, and Ro. f these initial condi-
tions with a given Iú1 cannot satisfy the inequality, an interception (or capture) will
not be achieved. Thus the inequality defines the capture areafor TPN based systems.
o Conditions (2.16) and (2.17) are necessary conditions for effective interception.
o Condition (2.16) provides a guideline for choosing l/r in the system design'
o In real applications, the navigation constant lft is chosen between 3 and 6' The con-
straint ¡ú1 > 3 obtained in Theorem 2.2 substantiates the empirical rule. As to the
upper limit lút < 6, it prevents the pursuer from being too sensitive in response'
o For the case engaging a non-maneuvering target, i.e., when c : 0, the capture area
becomes
çz .2 _) , e.zo)
.1Vr - I
Note the smaller the lower bound of C2 means the less stringent the constraints on
system initial conditions for effective interception, and thus the larger the capture area.
Comparing (2.17) and (2.20) reveals that under the TPN guidance law, the capture
area decreases with an increase in target maneuverability. The guidance system has
the largest capture area when pursuing a non-maneuvering target, as shown in the
solid line in Figure 2.3, which is constructed from (2.16) and (2.17). The effect of the
targetmaneuver in causing the capture area to shrink is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
2.5 Total Control Effort
Total control effort, which is determined by cumulative velocity increment, represents the
total fuel requirement on an interceptor in the entire pursuit. Therefore, total control effort




















Figure 2.3: Capture afea when pursuing non-maneuvering and maneuvering
targets under TPN
The cumulative velocity increment necessary for interception is defined for any pursuer
trajectory as [39]
LV : lo" lorlo, e.2t)
where ú¡ is the final time when interception occurs, and Ap is the pursuer acceleration.
Theorem 2.3 Given a TPN based interceptor engaging a maneuvering target, as described
in (2.7) and (2.8), the cumulative velocity increment which defined the total control effort
during the entire engagement is given as [40]
: &ftIïgtä,t (2.22)
proof. To make the best use of the obtained solutions in terms of the range, the cumulative
velocity increment AV in (2.21) can be rewritten as
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Substituting the definirion of TPN in (2.1) into (2.23) and normalizing the resultant integral,





Without loss of generality, it is assumed here that the interceptor can provide the acceleration
called for. That is, the system has sufficient acceleration capability to avoid saturation. The
saturation problem will be investigated in detail in Chapter 4. Substituting the expression
of ä given in (2.9) \nto (2.24),the ay required on a TPN based interceptor in pursuit of a
maneuvering target is obtained as (2.22). I
Remarks
o From (2.22), it follows that the total control effort required to intercept a target is
proportional to the target maneuverability represented by the constant c' The more
maneuverable the target, the more control effort needed. This is understandable as
more control effort is consumed to counteract the target maneuver. The total control
effort reaches its minimum as AZ : ff+ lä¡ | when c -- 0, which represents engaging
a non-maneuvering target.




the larger navigation constant l[, the less total control effort needed. This is not
obvious. It can be explained as a larger navigation constant enabling the pursuer to
reduce initial erïor more rapidly, resulting in using less propellant'
2.6 ObservabilityAnalYsis
Systems with bearings-only measurements, provided by passive low-cost seekers, are very
common in modern guidance and target tracking. Unfortunately, when TPN is utilized for
such guidance systems with limited information via angle measurements, its closed loop
may show unsatisfactory performance near the end of the interception [8, 19]. The problem
is caused by the lack of observability in the range and the range rate when the pursuer
and the target are in a collision course. As a result, tlte estimates may divcrgc, and the
implementation of the TPN guidance law during the critical end game can be problematic.
23
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To better understand the problem of the poor observability associated with bearings-only
pursuer-target systems under the TPN guidance scheme, the observability characteristics
and requirements are investigated in this section. Firstly, necessary and sufficient observ-
ability criteria for general target-pursuit systems are rigorously established. To illustrate the
approach used to derive necessary and sufficient observability conditions for the bearings-
only measurement models, a non-maneuvering target model is first considered due to its
simpler geometry. We present the observability grammian for the model and investigate the
linear dependency test of the grammian. Building on the results of the non-maneuvering
target,a maneuvering target characteized by a first-orderlagtarget acceleration model with
a first-order dynamic acceleration input is considered. Then, a set of observability require-
ments suitable for practical applications involving commonly used proportional navigation
guidance is derived. We show that the observability conditions obtained are general ones,
which cover results of previous work. Finally, we study the observability of the bearings-
only measurement guidance systems incorporating TPN in closed loop with the aid of the
established observability criteria.
2.6.1 Non-maneuvering'I'arget Engagement
In studying system observability, it is convenient to use Cartesian coordinate because the
system model recast in the Cartesian coordinate yields a set of linear state equations. The
two-dimensional pursuer-target engagement geometry in the Cartesian coordinate is re-
drawn as Figure 2.4. Consider the geometry of the pursuer-target system with bearings-
only measurements in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate shown in Fig 2.4. For an
interceptor with a constant forward velocity Vp pursuin g a target with a constant forward
velocity V7, the dynamical equations can be expressed in terms of the relative range vector
R(t) : lL,(t), Ro(t)]' and the relative velocity vector V (t) : lv"(t),Ua(t\r as
n(¿) : V(t); n(¿o) : 'R¡: lB,s,Rvo]r
't(t) : -Ap(t); v(to) : vs : lwo,vool'
where A"(t) : lAp,(t), Apy(t)lr is the control command acceleration'
(2.2s)
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Figure 2.4: Two-dimensional guidance engagement with pursuer heading angle
0 andtarget heading angle $ in Cartesian coordinate
With the system state vector X(t) : lR,(t),Rr(t),V,(t),Ur(t))', the system motion
(2.25) written in the state equation form is














with -I2 being a2 x 2 identity matrix.
The solution to the state equation (2.26) is
x(t) :o(¿, ¿o)x(rr) * l:,Õ(ú, s)GAp(s)ds
(2.21)
(2.28)





For a two-dimensional bearings-only spatial guidance system, only the line-of-sight (LOS)
angle o(t) can be measured, and it is expressed as
o(t) a^--1 Ro(t) e.2s): u.lrl 
Rß
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The presence of nonlinear measurement poses considerable difficulties in analyzing the
system observability. The usual approach to handle such a nonlinear problem is via lin-
earization, which is used in [12] and [13]. Insights into the relationship between the state
variables and the system observability after linearization are provided in these papers. How-
ever, only sufficient conditions for unobservability of the system are derived. In order to
benefit from the equivalent linear form of real measurement (2.29) without involving lin-
earization, we write the measurement equation as
Y(t) : [tano(t) -10 0]x(ú)
:M(t)X(t):0 (2.30)
which is called the pseudo-measurement equation. Now the issue of interest is whether
or not the system described by (2.26) with the measurement (2.30) is observable, that is,
whether a unique state trajectory at ús is constructible from the observation of o(t) over a
finite time (¿0, ¿].
Theorem 2.4 A necessary and sfficient observability condition for the pursuer guidance









| Í,a - lAp,(s)o'l *l o,. - atr(t) t (v*o - arzf ft)) ntl Qsz)
I ti"ft - s)Apoþ)d' .l L *ro - anf (t) + (Wo - a22f (t)) Lt )
where f (t) is an arbitrary scalarfunction, not excluding zero, and o'¿¡s are arbitrary con-
stants but not aII zeros.
proof. According to the observability theorem [41], the system model described by (2.26)
and (2.30) at time ú¡ is observable over the interval (to,tl, if and only if, the grammian
matrrx
D (t, to) : [,*' (r, ts) Mr (r) M Q)a Q, h)d,r
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is positive definite for some t ) to. Note that the positive definiteness of D(t,ts), the
non-singularity of D(t,t0), and the linear independence of the columns of M(t)O(t,ts) arc
equivalent to one another. In our study, linear independence of the columns of M (t)A(t,ts)
is examined to derive a necessary and sufficient condition for system observability.
The system is observable at time ú¡ over the interval (¿0, ¿] if and only if the columns of
M(ÐAþ,ú6) are linearly independent t411. It follows that the observability condition for
the system described by (2.26) and (2.30) is that, for any 4 x I nonzero constant vector o,
M(t)A(t,to)o* 0 for some t>ts (2.34)
The column vector ù = lan, a2r, ar2, azzlr , where û¿¡s are arbitrary constants, not all zero'
Substituting the transition matrix (2.25) into (2.34), and using the expression of the pseudo-
measurement in (2.30), we obtain the condition for the system observability
(¿rr + ap\t) tan o(f) - (or,'t a22\t) I 0 (2'35)
Replacing ø(ú) in (2.35) with (2.29) yields the observability criterion in relation to the rela-
tive position [R,,.Rr]? given in (2.31).
In addition, because of (2.27) and (2.28), we can obtain
(2.36)
Substituting(2.36) into (2.31), a necessary and sufficient condition for the system to be
observable involving the pursuer command acceleration is given in (2.32)' I
To demonstrate that the observability condition (2.32) is a general one, we apply it to
some particular cases which appear in [9, 11]
o Let a : lR,o, Ryo,V,o,Vool anA f (t) : 7 in (2.32), we have
¡t
Jr,(,- s)Ap(s)ds lo Q.31)
as a necessary condition for the system to be observable. This condition implies that
in the absence of a pursuer acceleration, the motion of pursuer-target represented by
lR,, Rr)' remains unobservable.
| .,(r) I : I R,o *v*oLtl _ | Í,ft - s)Ae,d*l
L ",(r) I L 
RsotvaoLtl L I!,(t - s)Apod,s )
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o Replacing a with fil,s, Rso,V*o,Vaol in (2.32) and then using (2.29) and (2.36), the
condition can be rearranged as
lr,A-s)1.4p"(s)tano(s) 
- Apoþ)ldr+0 (2'38)
This condition is in essence the criterion of Nardone and Aidala [9]. It is only a neces-
sary observability condition, as Fogel and Gavish pointed out [11], since the arbitrary
constants a,¡¡s are substituted with the values of the system state variables at the du-
ration when observability is of interest. Note that ú6 is the time when observability is
examined. The expression in (2.38) also reveals that there exists a constraint such that
Ap,(t)lApo(t) * tanø(ú). This constraint means that the command acceleration of
the pursuer cannot always be lateral to the line-of-sight (LOS) throughout the whole
engagement if observability is to be maintained'
o Although only a two-dimensional case is treated here, the approach to derive the ob-
servability condition is applicable to a three-dimensional pursuer-target engagement.
This can be done by introducingZ-axis components to the system model (2.26) and
the pseudo-measurement (2.30).
Necessary observability conditions (2.37) and (2.38) can be converted into sufficient un-
observability conditions for the system. These sufficient conditions are particularly useful
in identifying those control laws which may have the undesirable effect of introducing un-
observability to the system. The use of the sufficient conditions is discussed further in
section 2.6.3.
2.6.2 Maneuvering Target Engagement
The criteria obtained for the non-maneuvering target engagement have served to illustrate
some essential observability concepts in bearings-only guidance systems. To be practically
useful, we need additional criteria to handle observability with maneuverable targets. We
now extend the results in the previous section to maneuvering target models'
The system motion of the maneuvering target engagcllìent can be describedby (2.26).
The system state vector consists of not only the relative range and the relative velocity, but
28
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also the maneuvering target acceleration lArr, ATofr , i'e.,
X(t) : lLs, Rs,W,Vo, Ar,, Arof'
The maneuvering target acceleration can take different forms, such as constant accelera-
tion [13, l5], first-order lag target model with zero input [16, 42f, and first-order lag target
model with constant acceleration input tl5]. A first-order lag target model with a first-order
dynamic input is used in the derivation.
The maneuvering target acceleration model is
Ar*À47:¡¡, (2.3e)
where [Jr : lUrr,,Uro]'represents the target acceleration input vector, and ) is a constant'
The associated target acceleration input lfu is modeled as
Uy l BU7: ¡1 (2.40)
where B is aconstant, and ¡,r, is a constant variable. This first-order dynamic input models
the inertia due to the actuator and the pilot response.
The target acceleration model (2.39) with input model (2.40) is a more general one since
it encompasses the constant target acceleration model as well as the first-order lag target
acceleration model with constant input. The observability criteria are derived for this target
model.
With (2.39) and (2.40), the system state model is
x(t) -- FX(t) + GAP(t) (2.41)
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The pseudo-measurement takes the form, which is similar to (2.30), as
Y(t): [tanø(t) - 1 01'8]X(¿) -- M(t)X(t) (2.42)
where 01*3 denotes a 1 x 8 zero vector here.
The observability criteria for the maneuverin gtar1et engagement is as follows
Theorem 2.5 A necessary and sufficient observability condition for the pursuer guidance
system described by Q.a|) and (2.42), engaging a maneuvering target characterized by
(2.39) with a first-order dynamic target acceleration input (2.40), is
R"(t)
Ro(t)




' " " 









R,o - anf (t) + (V"o - anf (t)) Lt
Ryo - an f (t) + (Wo - a'22f (t)) Lt
-r (Ar,o - ørsl(¿))O13(aú) * (ur,o - aur(t)) o14(aú)
* (Aroo - azsÍ(t)) O13(A¿) t (Urro - az+Í(t)) o14(aú)
* 0t, - ars f þÐ Or5 (Aú)
-r \ts - arsr(t)) o15(a¿)
where f (t) is an arbitrary scalarfunction, not excluding zero, tr¿¡s are arbitrary constants
but not all zeros, and
o,r(At) : iþ_^"'+la¿- 1)
Õ,4(At) : å[#,"-^"'+ raú - 1) - þ{"-u"'+ 
p^¿ - 1)]
o15(Af) : #{t#- 
(e-À^¿+-l¡¿-t)]
_l Lt' _ (e-B^¿ + ÉA¿ - 1)l \
lzø p3 l)
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Proof. Similar to the non-maneuvering target engagement, a necessary and sufficient ob-
servability condition for the system given by Q.a\ and (2.42) can be established by study-
ing the linear independence of the columns of the measurement matrix times the transition
matrix
With the pseudo-measurement (2.42),the measurement matrix M(t) is given as
M(t):[tanø(t) -1 Or*a]


































The system described by Q.a\ with the measurement (2.42) is observable, if and only
if,
M(t)O(t,to)a l0 for some ú ) fs (2.s1)
where o is any 10 x 1 nonzero constant vector, written as
A : lAn, A2I, At2, A22, AIZ,, A2B, A!4, A24, A6, {l'25]f (2.s2)
Subsritutin g Q.aÐ and (2.48) into (2.51) leads to the observability condition (2.43), which
is expressed with respect to [.R,, Ro]'.
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From (2.21) and(2.48), part of the solution to (2.41) is
R"(t)
Rr(t)
fi,0 * WoLt I A7,IQß(A¿) + [/r"oÕr¿(Aú) + p"Õ15(At)
Rso i_VroLt I ATosQis(A¿) + U7y¡Q1a(At) + prÕ15(At)
| Í"a - 
s)Ae,d,sl
L litt - s)Apods )
(2.s3)
Combining (2.43) and (2.53), the observability criterion in terms of pursuer command ac-
celeration is given in (2.44). I
To illustrate the generality of (2.44) as an observability requirement, we will show how
the different choices of the components of o in (2.52), and the different values of B and p',
give different observability conditions in which results of some previous work are covered.
o If a defined in (2.52) equals
lLro, Rro,Vrs,Uao, Arro, Aroo,(Jrro,(Jrao, þr, lJy]T




This necessary observability condition requires that the pursuer acceleration cannot
be absent. This condition is the same as the condition for the non-maneuvering target
case shown in (2.37).It thus follows that the pursuer acceleration must present for the
system to be observable in both a non-maneuvering engagement and a maneuvering
engagement.
o If the components of a are such that
a : lLro, Ryo,Wo,V,so, Arro, Aroo,(Jrro,(Jroo, ltr, þsfr
then a necessary condition for system to be observable is
¡t
I G- s) {[.4p"(s) - Ar"(')ltano(s) -lAroþ) -Arr(')]] ds l0 (z.ss)Jto
which is one of the main results in [13]. This condition indicates that the target ma-
neuvering acceleration cannot be the mirror image of the pursuer acceleration for an
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observable engagement. It also implies that the command acceleration of the pur-
suer Ap and the target acceleration Ay cannot be both along the line-of-sight (LOS)
throughout the whole pursuit if the system is to be observable.
o If some components of a are frxed, viz,
lorr, orr, ar4, &24, arc, azsfr : lArro, Arro,flrro,fJroo, ltr, þafT
then the observability condition is
I f:"A- 
s)[Ap"(s) - Ar,(r)]o'f f
I I:,Q - s)[Apr(s) - Aroþ)]ds )
Note that (2.32) and (2.56) are very similar, except that the former is a necessary
and sufficient condition for a non-maneuvering target case, while the latter is only a
necessary observability condition for a maneuvering target case.
Although the derivation of (2.56) is based on a target model with first-order dynamic
input, the result can indeed be extended to any target acceleration model. The pursuer-
targetengagement for any target acceleration model can be represented as:
n(¿)
'/ (t)
Following the same approach as in section 2.6.1, the condition same as (2.56) can be
derived for the range and the velocity to be observable.
o When þ : lt: 0, the target becomes a first-order lag target acceleration model with
constant acceleration input. This is the model studied by Song [15]. As p is zero, it is
excluded from the state vector, i.e., the state vector X becomes
lR, RyVr,Vo, Ar, Aro,(Jrr,[Jro)'
Meanwhile , F, G in (2.41), and the transition matrix (2.48) reduce to an 8 x 8 matrix,
an 8 x 2 matrix, and an 8 x 8 matrix, respectively. Correspondingly, Õ15(At) in
JJ
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transition matrix (2.48) vanishes. The observability condition can still be represented
by Q.aÐ and (2.44), but Õ1a and lÞ15 take simpler forms, as
o,n(ar) : ^* - i,r-^"'+ ra¿ - 1) (2.s8)
and Olb(A¿) : 0. Q'59)
This result matches the observability criteria developed in [15]
o It is informative to compare the observability characteristics of the first-order lag tar-
get acceleration model with constant input, against the same target acceleration model
with fiIst-order input. For the formet, the related equations ate (2.43), (2.44), (2.45),
(2.58), and (2.59), while for the latter, the equations are (2.43), (2.44), (2.45), (2.46),
and (2.41). 'We observe that the more complicated the target acceleration input is,
the more variables need to be estimated. Consequently, in order for the system to be
observable, more stringent conditions need to be satisf,ed. In other words, it is more
difficult to find observable trajectories, and harder to select a control law to guarantee
the observability, when the acceleration input of the maneuverer is more sophisticated.
2.6.3 Observability with TPN
Observability during the final stage of pursuit is a major part of this study. Sufficient un-
observability conditions will be utilized in the performance analysis of the control laws, as
sufficient conditions allow us to check observability with a greater degree of certainty'
Sufficiency of unobservability is equivalent to necessity of observability. The equivalence
comes from the fact that all the necessary observability conditions in (2.37), (2.38), (2'54),
(2.55) and(2.56) can be changed into sufficient conditions for the system to be unobservable
ifeach unequal sign is replaced by an equal sign'
For a non-maneuvering target case, sufficient unobservability conditions at f¡ over the
duration (t6, t] can be obtained from(2.37) and (2.38), respectively, as
¡t
I (t - s)Ap(s)ds: o Q-60)t r:,
and Jr,Q- s)[Ap"(s)tanø(s) -Ap,(s)]ds:0 
(2'61)
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Note that sufficient condition (2.60) is less stringent than (2.61), since (2.60) covers less
unobservable cases than those in (2.61). However, (2.60) is easier to utilize in observability
analysis due to its simple expression.
For a maneuvering target case, sufficient unobservability conditions at f¡ over the dura-
tion (ús, ú] derived fuom (2.54), (2.55), and (2.56), respectivelY, are
[,a -s).4p(s)ds : o





I i,ît, - s)[Ap,(s) - Ar"(r)]d, I : | "". - 
a'.f!) + (v,o - anfQ)) ntl e.64)
I li"ft- s)[Apr(s) - Arr(s)]ds I L t,o - azt f (ù + (voo - a22f (t)) Lt )
From (2.62) to (2.64), the stringency of these three sufficient conditions increases. In other
words, the constraint (2.64) covers the most unobservability engagements among them.
In the following discussion, both the command acceleration Ap and the target accelera-
tion ,4.7 are assumed to be perpendicular to LOS. For notational convenience, we define the
range observability index I¿(ús, ú) as
¡t
I.q(to,t) : 
Jr,(¿ - r) lÁr(r) - Ar(s)lds. Q-6s)
This index plays an important role in observability check.
Non-maneuvering Thrget with TPN
When the pursuer guidance system engages in a non-maneuvering tatget, we have Ar : 0.
The range observability index It(to,ú) reduces to fi"(t - s)Ap(s)ds, which agrees with the
lefrhand side of (2.60).
When f approaches the final interception timet¡,from the solutions given in section 2.3,
the LOS angular rate o approaches zero, andrange rate -R approaches a constant.
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Under TPN, the range observability index is
IA(to,,tr) : I'"' (t, - s)Ap(s)d,s
rt¡: 
Jr,"(tr - s)(¡úräR)ds
rtcN Jr"'(t,-s)(¡r''o'Ê) :s (2'66)
As the LOS angular rate ä is nullified by the TPN control scheme, the integral vanishes for
any value of the navigation constant lfi. Based on the sufficient unobservability condition
in (2.60), we find that if the TPN guidance law is used in a non-maneuvering target en-
gagement, the system is most likely to become unobservable near the final course. A direct
consequence is that the Kalman filter of the TPN based guidance system will suffer from the
divergence problem in the final phase of the engagement, when it estimates the system state
variables. 'When no reliable estimates are available to be fed back to the guidance laws, it is
highly likely that the pursuer will be misled from the target, and will fail in accomplishing
the interception mission.
Maneuvering Target with TPN
For the maneuvering target case, the target acceleration is assumed to take the form
Ar: cooR Q.67)
where c is the target maneuver constant. The target model is obtained by the application of
composition Ar - AT^+ A?r" to (2.6). From (2.61), we see that Arxcòs(Ay-Ap)
Therefore, the target model (2.67) represents approximately a first-order lag target model
and matches well with the target model (2.39) used in section 2.6'2.
When I approaches f¡, the LOS angul ar rate approaches cosf (Ny - 2). This constant is
very small since o6 is usually small in practice. The final closing speed.R¡ also approaches
a constant
Since none of the conditions (2.62)-(2.64) is obviously satisfied for maneuvering engage-
ments with TPN, condition (2.64),being the most stringent, is chosen to check observability.
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With TPN, we have the range observability index
I A(to,t f) (¿¡ -')[,4"(r) - A7(s))ds
(¿¡-r)(¡r';n-cosB)ds
= ff\a,-to)'




|ffi'Qt-ú6)2'sin"(,) I- |c'"{nt)'I e.6s)
I #3 . (t¡ - ú¡)2 . cos "(¿) .l I croçtt¡'z 1
where Lt : t¡ - to is the duration of observation, since the the system observability is
examined atto; Cr, and C7, are constants, as a(ú) is approximately a constant since ä(f) is
very small. According to the condition (2.64), the system is unobservable only if
I 
cr,ttÐ' I : | .,, - attf (t) * (v,o - alrf QD Nl e.7o)
I c"oçtt¡' j L Rao - anf (Ð + (voo - a22f (t)) Lt )
Comparing (2.66) with (2.68), the range observability index indicates that for the TPN
guidance systems with angle-only measurements engaging a maneuvering target, the range
R is more likely to be observable than those engaging a non-maneuvering target. It can be
interpreted as the maneuvering target may follow a curved trajectory which provides more
information about itself than a straight-line trajectory of a non-maneuvering target does'
2.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the characteristics of true proportional navigation have been explored, and
the observability criteria with guidance laws in closed loop have been established.
In analyzing the interception performance of TPN based systems, the exact and closed-
form solution to the TPN guidance problem has been derived for a maneuvering target en-
gagement in (2.9) and (2.10) with a non-maneuvering target engagement as a special case.
Basecl <rn Theorertt2.2tl'ntgives constraints on the system initial conditions and the naviga-
tion constant to ensure interception, predications of the occurrence of target interception can
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be made. Capture area has been obtainedin (2.11), which provides guidelines for launching
favorable initial conditions. Total control effort of a TPN based system has been derived, as
given in (2.22). Analysis indicates that a target maneuver can degrade system interception
performance by slowing down the closing speed, reducing the capture area, and causing
more propellant to be consumed.
To study the observability of TPN based systems with bearing-only measurements, nec-
essary and sufficient observability conditions are first established for bearings-only guid-
ance systems engaged in non-maneuvering targets and maneuvering targets. The constraints
(2.32) and (2.44) have been shown to be general ones, which cover main results of some pre-
vious work. Using the observability criteri a (2.60) and (2.64) with the range observability
index (2.65), the observability of TPN based systems has been analyzed. Analysis reveals
that TPN fails to offer observability when pursuing a non-maneuvering target towards the
end of an engagement.
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A new observability-enhanced control law, as one of additive observable proportional
navigation (AOPN) guidance laws suitable for bearings-only guidance systems, is proposed.
It builds on the well established true proportional navigation (TPN) with an information en-
hanced term added to improve observability. Analytical studies on AOPN guidance systems
are presented. A comparative study on three guidance laws is conducted to compare their
observability, capturability, and sensitivity to uncertainty in initial conditions. The AOPN
guidance laws are found to have favorable features in terms of offering the potential of ob-
servability enhancement and covering a larger capture area.
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In short range homing missiles with angle-only measurements, true proportional naviga-
tion (TPN) is commonly used. However, the Kalman filter within the TPN guidance system
has shown a deficiency in providing consistent estimation of those variables required to im-
plement proportional guidance laws towards the end of an engagement. The degradation
of the filter perforrnance is due mainly to the fact that when the pursuer and the target are
in a homing collision course in which LOS rates are nullifred by proportional navigation
controller, the target position and the relative velocity are unobservable from bearings-only
measurements. It follows that an effective guidance law should seek to achieve not only
terminal accuracy, but also information content enhancement of essential measurements, in
order to excite the filter with sufficient information to generate consistent estimates.
In selecting an information measure for enhancing filter performance, a suitable candi-
date is the Fisher information matrix which is a commonly used measure of accuracy in
determining unknown parameters from a sequence of measurements [20]. The matrix can
be related to the pursuer-target interception problem through a local observability matrix
when the measurement is subject to Gaussian white noise tS]. As it is easier to handle scalar
quality in mathematical derivation and practical implementation, the trace or the determi-
nant of the information matrix is used instead. Indeed, Speyer et al l8l and Hull et al 176l
use the trace of the matrix as the performance index to derive numerous LQ based guidance
control laws. The LQ based guidance control is effective but fairly complex to implement.
Motivated by keeping the simplicity of the true proportional navigation law, and offering
better observability at the same time, a new control scheme is proposed by Hassoun and
Lim [19]. It builds on the concept of TPN with an information-enhanced term added. This
term is chosen to be proportional to the trace of the Fisher information matrix. The guidance
laws following this control scheme are termed additive observable proportional navigation
(AOPN). Simulation [19] shows that this guidance law helps in overcoming the problem
of divergent estimation of the Kalman filter associated with TPN based systems, and thus
is well-suited for low-cost bearing-only measurement systems. Although some preliminary
work on properties of this guidance law has been carried out in [19] and l2Il, rigorous
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Based on different noise models of measurements, different additive observable propor-
tional navigation laws can be derived. A new AOPN guidance law, which is easy to realize,
is proposed and analyzed in this chapter.
There are four objectives in this chapter. Firstly, complete closed-form solutions of the
pursuer-target engagement under AOPN are derived. Secondly, necessary conditions for
forming a collision course are established, thus providing guidelines for choosing naviga-
tion constants. We show that in terms of the best capture ability and the fastest final closing
speed, AOPN guidance laws have an optimal value for their navigation constant related to
the additive information term. Thirdly, the ability of AOPN laws to enhance system observ-
ability is analyzed and confirmed. Finally, system robustness performance is investigated
by means of sensitivity function. The results reveal that the new AOPN law is practical be-
cause it is easy to rcalize, and the pertinent system is robust when subject to uncertain initial
conditions. To gain further insights, we carry out comparative studies of the performance
of AOPN, against that of TPN. Simulation studies are conducted to confirm the analytical
findings.
3.L System Model and Control Laws
The motion equations describing target-pursuit dynamics, which are given 1n (2'3) and (2.4)
in section 2.2 are, for completeness, rewritten here.
ä- na' Ara - Apn (3.1)
(3.2)R¿i+2Rö : Aro-Apo
where ,R is the relative range with initial value.Ro; ä is the line-of-sight (LOS) angular rate
with initial value øo; A7¿ (respectively, Aro) is the target acceleration component along
LOS (respectively, normal to LOS); Ap¿ (respectively, Apo) is the pursuer acceleration
component along LOS (respectively, normal to LOS).
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homing missiles 16,1l.The control law is written as
Apn:o; Apo : _ Nti]'J (3.3)
where .^úr is the navigation constant. TPN, however, is not always satisfactory for homing
missiles with bearings-only measurements. This is because of the poor observability of the
relative range and of the range rate caused by the TPN law attempting to nullify the LOS
angle rate at the final pursuit [8].
To enhance the observability of the system, Hassoun and Lim [19] propose to augment
TPN with an information enhanced term. The principle of the proposed guidance law is
to maintain not only a constant line-of-sight angle to ensure interception, but also system
observability via an additional term proportional to the range rate and the trace of Fisher
information matrix [20]. The guidance law takes the form
Apn:0; APo : -NIRI - kRþ (3'4)
where k is a constant, and þ is the trace of the rate of the Fisher information matrix. This
guidance is referred to as additive observable proportional navigation (AOPN). The infor-
mation related variable p is expressed as [8]
¡u - trw [" e, H'v-r Hedt : [" ftH,w Herv-'edt (3.5)-JhJh
where (Þ represents the system transition matrix, 11 is the linearization result of the mea-
surement equation, I/ is a weighting matrix taken to be the power spectral density of the
measurement noise, andW is a weighting matrix. Under certain fairly general assumptions
116l, it can be simplified as the reciprocal of the power spectral density of the measurement
noise, i.e., i, : V-r . For the seeker that provides bearings-only measurements, the thermal
noise is modeled as a random process with a constant spectral density, while the glint noise
is modeled as a random noise whose spectral density is inversely proportionalto R2.
Based on the noise models, a class of guidance laws, which offer enhanced observability
and are applied in the direction of LOS, can be derived. When the glint noise is taken into
account, the additive observable proportional navigation (AOPN) law becomes
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where lú1 and N2 are navigation constants. The guidance law in (3.6) is discussed in [21],
and we should refer the law as AOPN-I.
'When 
the thermal noise is taken into consideration, the additive observable proportional




Apn: 0; Apo : -NrRo - 1VãÊ
where l/3 is the navigation constant related to the additive observable term. This guidance
law is called AOPN-II.
Although some rudimentary study on AOPN-I is performed in [21], insights into the
effects of the the new term on system interception performance and observability are needed.
In this chapter, we will focus on analyzing newly proposed AOPN-II, further investigating
AOPN-I, and comparing their performance with TPN, which has been studied inChapter 2.
In analyzing the performance of the guidance systemunder AOPN-I and AOPN-II, closed-
form solutions are first derived because the solutions constitute a tool in the analysis of sys-
tem performance. Based on the solutions, the constraints required for effective interception
are established. Then, observability analysis is carried out to verify that the AOPN guidance
laws have provided enhanced system observability. The robustness of the AOPN and TPN
guidance laws are evaluated.
3.2 Closed-FormSolution
To make our analysis practically useful, we incorporate amaneuvering target into a pursuer-
target engagement. The target acceleration is chosen to take the form, as [31],
ArR Aro: -cogH (3.8)
where c is a non-negative constant. When c : 0, it corresponds to a non-maneuveflng
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3.2.1 AOPN-I Guidance Law
V/hen the AOPN-I guidance law is employed, the governing equations of the pursuer-target
motion are obtained by substituting the expression of AOPN-I in (3.6) and the maneuvering
target acceleration model in (3.8) into (3.1) and (3.2), as
ä-na' : o (3.9)
na + ziu : ¡vriu + N2RR2 - cdoiT (3.10)
While a closed-form solution to (3.9) and (3.10) is given in [19], it does not include the
solution for the ¡tr1 : 4 case. A complete solution with an expression for the special case
¡y'r : 4 is now derived.
Theorem 3.1 A closed-form solution to the target-pursuit motion equations in (j.9) and
(3.10), which represent a maneuvering target engagement using the additive observable
proportional navigation law AOPN-I, consists of t-,uo parts'
(i) The LOS angular rate,
when M 14 and ¡ú > 3, ls
o : ao(*)",-2 t fkir' lt - rål*-']
+:ò0.[_(fti",-r'l , (3.n)-/ttrr-r¡' tRo' I'
when Nt: 4, is
)'n'(















(7 -, - ^)"
(3.r2)
(ä) The relative velocity R,
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Proof. The same method as that used in the solution derivation under TPN in Chapter 2 is
used here. Multiplying ff on both sides of (3.10), and rearuanging the equations with 
respect
to the unit mass angular momentum of the pursuer (defined by R2o), yields the LOS angular
rateoas(3.11)and (3.12).Notethatäisobtainedbyimposingtheconstraint¡ü > 3,which
will be shown to be necessary for effective interception in Theorem 3.3.
Substitutin gö in(3.11) and (3.12) into (3.9), and noting that Ìid?: d,(+), the solution
in terms of the range rate can be expressed as in (3.13) and (3.14). I
Remarks
o The solution given in (3.11)-(3.14) is fairly general and is directly applicable to a
non-maneuvering target case as follows.
(i) The LOS angular rate ä is,
when Ml4 and ¡ú>3,
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(ii) The relative velocity R is,




+ R- 4úlT *
(*)"'*' .E+,*1"'-']
















where rn is defined in (3.15)
o The system performance at the terminal stage is of particular research interest, es-
pecially when studying observability. To facilitate the observability analysis in sec-
tion 3.5, the system behaviors at the final engagement are summarized here.
For non-maneuvering target engagements, as lim¿ -o R2 m(#) : 0, it can be con-
cluded from (3.17) and (3.18) that the final LOS angular rate o¡ approaches zero; and
the final range rate R¡ approaches a constant, which can be obtained by substituting
.R : 0 into (3.19) and (3.20), as













which is determined by system initial conditions'
For maneuvering target engagements, according to (3.11) and (3.12), the LOS angular
rate o will approach cosl(N7 - 2) rather than zero, as in a non-maneuvering target
case at the end of a pursuit. The final closing speed il¡ canbe obtained from (3.13)










. 4m(r - n - -) -anl - n - m)l\+ .+ffi¡ , ¡/, -lÌ ; G.2a)
when Nt: 4''
Rr l. r lr_(NrR?o\2_5n+41&4f\á:t'-æLal.-^l- 36 \*/
n0-n)2*,l lt ,r.r9' 3 ""lJ
where m andr¿ are defined in (3.15) and (3.16), respectively.
o The final LOS angular rate, given as cä6/(.4/1 - 2), is proportional to the target ma-
neuver constant c. This means that the angular rate will increase with the increase of
the target maneuver constant.
o The solutions (3.11)-(3.20) for AOPN-I are readily applicable to TPN, by having
ÄIz : 0.
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3.2.2 AOPN-II Guidance Law
The differential equations describing the pursuer-target dynamics under the AOPN-II guid-
ance law is written, from (3.1), (3.2), (3.7) and (3.8), as
ä-na' : o Q'26)
na + zna : wri..;: + ¡r3R - crioï Q.27)
It is shown in Theorem 3.4 that lr/r should be larger than 3 for effective capture under
AOpN-II. When ¡fl > 3, a solution to (3.26) and(3.27) is obtained in Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2 A closed-form solution to the target-pursuit motion equations under AOPN-II
consists of two parts.
(i) The LOS angular rate o is
o : ", {(å) 
N'¡-2 -il#Ð l' - (*l''-']
+ (r .Ðl'- (å)"'-']), (3.28)
(ii) The relative velocity R is
¡r3


















proof. Because of the similarity between AOPN-I and AOPN-II, the proof is identical to
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Remarks.
o Given the solution to the target-pursuit problem under AOPN-II in (3.28) and (3.29), a
solution for a non-maneuvering target engagement, as a special case of maneuvering
engagements when c:0, is readily obtained as follows.








+ R-#4{'.-#[('-*)'-'] ] (33,)
o It can be seen from (3.28) that the final LOS angular rate o¡ it ffi when the range
-R is zero at the final point of pursuit. For the non-maneuvering tatgetcase (i.e., c : 0),
the final LOS angular rate ir ffi,rather than zero when using TPN or AOPN-I.
o At the final stage of pursuit when the range approaches zero, the final closing speed
,R¡ is obtained from (3.29) to give
Rf : Ro' - H4{'. *, [('. " - *)'-'] ] esz)
o The expressions for ä in (3.28) consist of three parts. The first is caused by TPN, the
second is due to the additive term to enhance observability, and the last part is due to
the target maneuver.
R2
o The solutions (3.28)-(3.29) for AOPN-II reduce to those of TPN with À/t : ¡
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3.3 Capture Area
Capture area is defined in section 2.4 as the region formed by the constraints which should
be imposed on the initial conditions of a system to guarantee the interception. Now we
derive these constraints for effective capture when using AOPN guidance.
3.3.1 AOPN-I Guidance Law
Theorem 3.3 For effective interception of a maneuvering target, the following constraints
must be satisfiedwhen using the additive observable proportional navigation guidance law





e: 3(¡r¡' - I)l4C2Nl + @C2 - 4)N? + (4c - "")Nt - 3"'1, (3.36)
and C is defined in (3.23).
Proof. According to [33], a finite pursuer acceleration is a necessary condition for effective
capture. This requires that o should be finite during the entire engagement. We first consider
the cases when M I 4. From (3. 1 1), ,A[ should be larger than 2 to achieve a finite o when
R approaches zero at the final course ofpursuit.
Vy'e also know that a finite LOS angular acceleration ä is necessary to obtain a finite
torque on the seeker in order to ensure good measurements. Differentiating (3.1 1), ä can be
expressed as
ä : äo(rür - 2 -,) (å)--' (*) . ffilr*-(rú, -,,#] Qs|)
Equation (3.31) shows that only when Nl > 3 can we obtain a finite ö to ensure interception
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To obtain a real final closing speed ,R¡ in (3.24), the following constraint must be satisfied
c2>
.4n(I-n-rn)*r11\jd:__-j- (3.38)
Inequality (3.38) defines the ranges of ø6, R¡, and R0. If these initial conditions with
given l/r and ÄIz fall outside the ranges, the pursuer cannot hit the target. Therefore, the
inequality deflnes the capture area for AOPN-I based systems. Rewriting (3.38) with rn in
(3.15) and r¿ in (3.16), we obtain
o > l(Ð'''l 't {#r(c+z)'nr*'l}n"
+ 3(¡\r, + z) l¡r' 
.l (c + 2)" - ¡t/'(¡r' - ÐC'l (3.3e)
Solving the inequality, the upper bound of 
^I2 
in (3.35) is obtained. If and only if e, given
by (3.36), is real, then the bound of ¡tr2 is real. Thus, we have the constraint
(¡r, - r) {+l,rf (r'r' +2)C2 - ln*? +(r" - 4c)N1+3c2f} t o (3'40)
Note that ¡ú > 1 because of (3.33), therefore, (3.40) leads to the bound of C2 in (3.34).
Repeatingthesamederivationforthespecialcase.òy'r:4,wecanpfovethatconditions
(3.33)-(3.35) are general to cover the l/r : 4 case' I
Remarks.
o The constraints (3.33), (3.34), and (3.35) are necessary conditions for effective cap-
ture.
o Inequalities (3.33) and (3.35) provide guidelines for choosing ,nú1 and N2, aîd hence
help in guidance law design.
o Because of the mathematical simplicity of the non-maneuvering target engagement,
the more speciflc requirement with both the lower and upper bounds of the navi-
gation constant N2 can be obtained. The conditions for effective interception of a
non-maneuvering target are now stated.
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Corollary I For an AOPN-I based pursuer to intercept a non-maneuvering target,
















where e is defined in (3.36).
o Comparing (3.35) with (3.43), the upper bound of ¡/2 for a maneuvering target is
larger than that for a non-maneuvering target. This is because greater pursuer maneu-
verability is required when the target is maneuvering.
o Comparing (3.34) wilh (3.42), the lower bound for C2 involved in a maneuvering
target engagement given by Q3Q can be separated into two parts. The first is equal
to that of a non-maneuvering target asin (3.42), and the second is caused by the target
maneuver
o When ¡û > 3 and 0 < c 12,the lower bound of C2 for maneuvering target cases
(3.34) is less than that for non-maneuvering targets (3.42). This means that for a pur-
suer to intercept a maneuvering target under AOPN-I, a larger capture area than that
of a non-maneuvering target is more likely. This is a major advantage of AOPN-I over
TPN. Under TPN, the capture area decreases with an increase in target maneuverabil-
ity [31]; while under AOPN-I the capture area in the presence of a target maneuver
will be larger than that of a non-maneuvering case, provided I/r > 3 and 0 < c < 2.
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3.3.2 AOPN-II Guidance Law
Theorem 3.4 To effectively intercept a maneuvering target under the AOPN-II guidance
Iaw (3.7), the system must satisfy the following requirements on navigation constants and
launch conditions
3





where C is defined in (3.23), and
d- (¡r,-1)(¡úcr-1) (3.41)
Proof. The proof follows the same strategy as in Theorem 3.3. It is included here for ease
of reference in Chapter 4 (Theorem 4.6).
To ensure a finite acceleration, from (3.28),1û should be larger than2 to prevent ä from
becoming infinity when .R approaches zero at the final course of pursuit.
The LOS angular acceleration is obtained by differentiating (3.28) as
/ -. - _ c*&) f{l"'-'l4l (3.4s)ö:oo (t' -2- u ' äol \rqol \nr/
According to (3.48), ¡ñ > 3 should hold to prevent the LOS angular acceleration ä from
approaching infinity as A -+ 0, so as to obtain a finite torque on the seeker to ensure good
measurements.
With C defined by (3.23),the final closing speed R¡ given \n(3.32) can be rewritten as
Rl:Ro (3.4e)
Therefore, the following condition should be satisfied to obtain a real final closing speed,
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Inequality (3.50) defines the capture area for AOPN-II based systems with two constants
,À[ and l/3 given.
Solving (3.50) with respect to l/3 leads to the lower and upper bounds on ÄI3, as given in
(3.45). The constraint in (3.46) is necessary in order to obtain from (3.47) a real d, which is
part of the bounds of ÀIs. I
Remarks.
o constraints (3.44) and (3.45) provide guidelines for choosing Nr and AIs.
o According to (3.35) the upper bound of ¡/2 of AOPN-I in (3.6) is proportional to
ll¿o', and thus the typical value of Äb is very small when the initial range R¡ is
large. The small acceptable value of /V2 poses some diff,culty in the realization of
the AOPN-I guidance law. When AOPN-II is used, it can be seen from (3.45) that the
rangeof theeffectivevalueof ÄI3 ismuchlargerthanthatof ¡ú2.Thisshouldfacilitate
the practical implementation of the AOPN-II control law.
3.4 Optimal AOPN
Compared to true proportional navigation (TPN), additive observable proportional naviga-
tion (AOPN) offers the choice of an additional navigation constant when designing the con-
trol laws. This additional constant provides one more degree of freedom, and thus offering
the possibility of performance improvement over TPN by properly selecting the constant.
'We can now derive the optimal value of this second navigation constant.
Theorem 3.5 
^I2 
of the AOPN-I guidance law has an optimal value, denoted as N2oo¿, in
terms of the largest capture area and the fastest final closing speed:
N2opt: ffi(* 2 + ú) (3 sr)
Proof. Rearranging the inequality (3.38) and replacing rn with (3.15) andn with (3.16), we
have
It#l'''1 Nì - {#tt" + 2)¡/, +'l}¡v, + 3(¡ú' + 2)('¡vr l-'2cl- c2) (3.s2)c2> 3¡ú1(¡11+2)(¡ú-1)
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When N2 -- N2opt, the lower bound of C2 is found to be minimum, i.e.,
r ("' - 4c)$ * 3c2
Nt+2+ a¡¿?6*2¡
This means that the system has the largest capture area for a given l[ and a given target
maneuver acceleration c. At the same time, the absolute final closing speed rR¡ in (3.24)
reaches its maximum given by





Following the same approach, it is shown that N2or¡ given in (3.51) remains an optimal
value of /Vi for the ,nû : 4 case in terms of the fastest speed and the largest capture area. I
Theorem 3.6 The optimal AOPN-II guidance law in terms of the best capture ability and
the fastest final closing speed is obtained when N3 is at ils optimal value, i.e.,
N3opt: äo(1 + c) (3.54)




: N3opt, the lower bound of C2 is found to be minimum, i.e., fr. this
means that the system with ÄI3ro, has the largest capture area for a given lú1.
o when Naopt is used, the absolute final closing speed Ä¡ in (3.32) becomes
I R¡ l^", lnol
which is the maximum.
o Comparing the largest capture area attainable by AOPN-I given in (3.34) with that
by AOPN-II in (3.46), it is found that the largest capture area under AOPN-I is de-
termined by both navigation constant l/r and target maneuver constant c; while the
largest capture area offered by AOPN-II is only dependent on N1.
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o From (3.23), we notice that C represents the ratio of relative initial speed along LOS
to the initial speed normal to LOS. The smaller the lower bound of C2, the less string
requirement on system launch conditions; that is, the larger the capture area the system
can achieve.
According to (2.17), The capture alea attainable by TPN is
ç,,-f- .#ffi (3s6)
Comparing (3.34), (3.46), and (3.56), among these three guidance laws, AOPN-I can
achieve the largest capture area, followed by AOPN-II, and the capture area attainable
by TPN is the smallest. The superior performance characteristic of the two AOPN
guidance laws over the TPN law is therefore clear'
o When the TPN guidance law is used, from (2.I5), the flnal closing speed is given as
I R¡ l^", lAo I (3.s7)
Using AOPN-I with the optimal value of 
^f2, 
the fastest closing speed is given (3.53)
Comparison of (3.53), (3.55), and (3.57) reveals that AOPN-I is able to achieve the
fastest final closing speed, while TPN offers the slowest. In terms of capture area and
closing speed, AOPN-I exhibits some advantages over AOPN-II.
3.5 Observability Analysis
Both AOPN-I and AOPN-II are proposed with the motivation to enhance system observabil-
ity by adopting an information-augmented term. The question on whether AOPN guidance
laws have the ability to offer the potential of observability enhancement must be answered.
Aiming to answer this question, we investigate the observability of AOPN based systems,
and this is done by checkin g the range observability index. This index is introduced in
section 2.6.3, and is defined as
¡t
r,q,(to,t): | (¿ - r) [Ar(r) - A7(s)]ds, (3.s8)Jto
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where ús is the time when observability is of interest. The range observability index is useful
and important in observability checks. For a non-maneuvering target case, it reduces to
(3.se)
The observability criteria, which are established in Chapter 2 and will be utilized in the
performance analysis in this section, are summarized here. Sufficient conditions for the
pursuer-target guidance system to be unobservable atts arc given as follows.
o For a non-maneuvering target engagement, one sufficient condition for an unobserv-




Note that the left-hand side of (3.60) matches the range observability index with
A7 : 0 in (3.59), i.e., the target is not accelerating (or, non-maneuvering). The
condition in (3.60) is easy to apply.
o For a maneuvering target engagement, one sufficient unobservable condition is
Ia (ú0, ú) : Ii"A - s)Ap(s)ds
l:,Q - s)[Ap"(s) - A7"(s))ds
l:,Q - s)[Apr(s) - AÛoþ)]ds
R"o - a1lf (t) +
Ryo - a21f (t) *
(."0 - arrf (l) Lt
(*,0 - a2rf þ)) Lt
(3.61)
where subscript r (respectively, g) denotes the decomposition component along r-
axis (respectively, gr-axis); /(t) is an arbitrary scalar function, including zeroi o'¿¡s arc
arbitrary constants, but not all zeros; and Aú - t - ú6 is the duration of observation.
This condition, being the most stringent among the sufficient unobservable conditions
derived in section 2.6, is chosen to be used, because no sufficient conditions are ap-
parently satisfied for maneuvering target engagements.
After presenting the observability criteria, we are now ready to analyze the system ob-
servability under AOPN laws toward the end game, which is essential for terminal intercep-
tion.
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3.5.1 Non-maneuvering Target \üith AOPN
For a non-maneuvering target engagement, we know from section 2.6.3 that under TPN,
the range observability index is approximately zerc. Based on the sufficient unobservability
condition in (3.60), this indicates that if the TPN guidance law is used in a non-maneuvering
targetengagement, the system is most likely to become unobservable near the final pursuit.
Under AOPN-I, the range observability index becomes
I¡(ts,t¡) : I'"t (r, - s)(,nr1ärR + NrRR2)ds
N [" (t, - s)[¡r1 . 0 .fr¡ -t Nz' n, . it',(tr - s)2ld,sJto
W(t"- tn\a (3.62): 4 r'.r-úo)a
where R¡ is given in (3.24) and (3.25), but with their n set to zero for a non-maneuvering
target.
Under AOPN-II, we have
I ¡(ts,t ¡) l'"' Q, - s)(¡rrøR + ÄrerB)ds
l','Q,-'l l* #'h¡ +n,'nr] a'
ffirt-to)' (3.63)
where R¡ is given in (3.32) with c : 0 for a non-maneuverlng case.
Vy'e can see from (3.62) and (3.63) that for both AOPN guidance laws, due to the additive
term to enhance the information content, i.e., N2Ì1.R2 for AOPN-I, or lúsÄ for AOPN-II,
the range observability index will not be zero towards the end of the engagement until inter-
ception does occur, i.e., when to: tl.Note that ú¡ here is the time at which observability
is of interest. According to the condition given in (3.60), we observe that both AOPN laws
enhance observablitiy in the non-maneuvering target engagement by providing the system
state with a better opportunity to be observable.
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3.5.2 Maneuvering Target with AOPN
For a maneuvering target engagement, the range observability index under TPN is shown in
section 2.6.3 tobe
I¡(to,t¡) = 3+(t¡ - to)' Q.64)t\l - L
With AOPN-I, the range observability index I¡(ts,t¡) is
It(tr,t¡) = ff\fr, - to)' + jn',wr(t¡ - to)n (3'6s)
For AOPN-II, we have the range observability index as
. / c\- 
=e^) fu(t¡ - to), (3.66)It(to,t¡) = (r, _ 2 Nt _2/ J
Since the LOS angular rate is very small near the end game, ø is taken as a constant for
analytical simplicity. On the basis of (3.61), the condition for an unobservable system under
TPN, AOPN-I, or AOPN-II is
| ,o(ro,ú¡) .sin"(ú) I : I t"o - a,.f þ)* (*,0 - apf þ)) L




Observing from (3.67) with the three range observability indices (3.64), (3.65) and (3'66),
it is clear that via the second navigation constant, i.e., l/z in AOPN-I, or 1y'3 in AOPN-II,
both AOPN guidance laws provide one additional degree of freedom to achieve observabil-
ity than TPN. In other words, for some cases in which TPN renders the systemunobservable,
the guidance system under AOPN-I or AOPN-II still offer possibilities to be observable by
choosing the appropriate second navigation constant. In terms of enhancing system observ-
ability in both non-maneuvering and maneuvering target engagements, the AOPN based
systems perform better than their TPN based counterparts'
3.6 Sensitivity and Robustness Analysis
Guidance systems, as in all real-world applications, are subject to uncertainty in initial state
conditions, system parameters, and measurements. It is of practical and theorctical interest
to examine the robust performance of the TPN, AOPN-I, and AOPN-II guidance laws.
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Firstly, we investigate how the availability of the variables influences the realization of
the control laws. We find that the realizations of AOPN-II and TPN do not require the range
information R, therefore, it is simpler to implement AOPN-II and TPN than to implement
AOPN-I, especially when the range measurement is not readily available. It is clear that
TPN and AOPN-II are more robust than AOPN-I because they have much less dependency
on the information of the range than AOPN-I does, thus enhancing reliability'
Secondly, we are concerned about how uncertainty in the initial conditions affects the fi-
nal interception. To study the system's robustness in terms of initial conditions, we consider
the relative sensitivity function of the final relative speed R¡ to the initial relative speed R6.
To avoid unnecessary complexity, we calculate the relative sensitivity function of il2, to it!
rather than -R¡ to Ro.
Based on the expression of the final closing speed for TPN in (2.15), for AOPN-I in
(3.24) and (3.25),and for AOPN-II in (3.32),the relative sensitivity functions of R2, to n!
have the same expression as
(3.68)
Under different control strategies, however, there are different Rf . It has been shown in the
remarks of Theorem 3.6 that:
I it|'* l.l Rf"'*-" l^o,<l Rfo'N-' l*", (3.6e)
where the superscripts denote the control law used.
Combining (3.63) and (3.69), we see that the relative sensitivity of R¡ to R6, when using
TPN, AOPN-II with N'opt, and AOPN-I with N2opt, decreases in that order. In other word,
the optimal AOPN-I based system is most robust with respect to variation of initial condi-
tions, followed by the optimal AOPN-II based system, and then the TPN-based system. This
result closely matches the result on the capture area shown in the remarks of Theorem 3.6.
It follows that the larger the capture area, the better the system's robustness performance.
This can be interpreted as the less stringent conditions imposed on the initial system values
to cnsure interception, the less sensitive the interception with respect to initial conclitions.
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\ryith AOPN-II, the sensitivity function of o given by (3.28) to ¡ú3 becomes
Ao 1
velocity of the pursuer,
velocity of the targef,
initial heading angle of the pursuer,
initial heading angle of the target,
initial LOS angle,
initial relative range,
The initial conditions -R¡ and os arc computed by
V7si,n( óo - oo) -V¡asi'n(00 - øo)





As the sensitivity function of ô to Àþ under the AOPN-I control law is proportional to
R2 , itfollows that the LOS angul ar rate ó is less sensitive to the second navigation constant
under AOPN-II than under AOPN-I. This is a desirable feature of AOPN-II over AOPN-I.
3.7 Simulation
In order to evaluate the performance of the additive observable proportional navigation laws
AOPN-I and AOPN-II, and to confirm the results derived in this chapter, simulation studies
with different scenarios are conducted.









,Ro : VTcos(þs - oo) -Vlacos(00 - øo)
Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 show the trajectories of the maneuvering target modeled
by (3.8) and the pursuer using the TPN law, the AOPN-I law with N2opt, and the AOPN-II
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law with Nsopt,respectively. Compared with that under TPN, the pursuer guided by AOPN-
I in Figure 3.2 or AOPN-II in Figure 3.3 swings its way during the pursuit course so as to
obtain more information about the relative range and the range rate. In this way, the aim to
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Figure 3.1: Pursuer and target trajectories using TPN for ¡y'1 : 4 and c : !;
target initial acceleration Aro : 5.I9.
Figure 3.4 is derived from (3.11). 'We can see from Figure 3.4 that the LOS angular rate
ô under AOPN-I approaches zero for a non-maneuvering target (i.e., c : 0) towards the end
of pursuit, i.e., when fr -+ 0. For the maneuvering target, the final angular rate increases
with increase in target maneuverability, as discussed in Theorem 3.1.
Using (3.29), which is the expression for the range rate Runder AOPN-II, we obtain
Figure 3.5. This figure confirms that the final range rate, which occurred at * :0, is the
largest with optimal lús as discussed in Theorem 3.6.
The regions defined by the constraints (3.33), (3.34), and (3.35) are plotted in Figure 3.6.
It demonstrates that when using AOPN-I as the guidance law, the system has the largest
capture area when Nz : Nzopt.Note that the smaller the lower bound of C2, the larger the















Figure 3.2: Pursuer and target trajectories using AOPN-I for l/r
¡/2 - N2sp¡ aîd c : !; target initial acceleration Aro : 5 '79.
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Figure 3.3: Pursuer and target trajectories using AOPN-II for Iú1
^f3 ^lropr 
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Figure 3.6: Capture areafor AOPN-I with four different 1y'2 values when c: L
Note that lú1 must be larger than 3, and that a small C2 represents less favorable
initial engagement conditions needed to achieve interception.
The capture areas achieved by TPN, AOPN-I, and AOPN-II are compared in Figure 3.7.
The comparison confirms that AOPN-I covers the largest capture area among these three
guidance laws, and the capture area attainable by TPN is the smallest. From Figure 3.7, it
is suggested that the AOPN guidance laws perform better than TPN when C2 is small. A
small value of C2 represents a small initial range rate, or a large initial LOS angular rate. In
other words, the pursuer is under less favorable initial engagement conditions. Under these
circumstances, the AOPN laws with optimal values have a larger capture area than those
under TPN.
The upper bounds of 
^I2 
and the optimal values of ¡ú2 for AOPN-I with different target
maneuver acceleration c, and those of l/3 are compared in Table 3.1, where subscript zpb
denotes the upper bound. From the table, we find that the upper bound of 
^f3 
is much larger
than that of 
^I2. 
The larger range of acceptable value of 
^¡3 
facilitates the reahzation of the
AOPN-II guidance law.



























Table 3.1: Optimal values and upper bounds of l\¡2 and 
^f3 
with different c
values when I{r : 4
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as discussed in section 3.5, Monte Carlo simulations are carried out. The modified gain
extended Kalman filter, due to its consistent performance 142, 43f, is used to estimate the
system state variables. Tests are conducted with the control law fed with true state variables
so as to study effects of the control law on system observability. Meanwhile, the Kalman
filter is incorporated to estimate state variables.
In order to demonstrate the ability of the AOPN guidance laws in enhancing system
observability, comparison between those results obtained under AOPN with those under
TPN is made in every simulation run. The performances of the AOPN-I, AOPN-II, and TPN
are measured in terms of tracking error which is defined as the magnitude of the difference
between the true vector and the estimated vector.
As l/r : 4 is a typical value used in proportional navigation, it is used in all three
guidance laws when conducting simulations. The second navigation constant I/z in the
AOPN-I law and Ne in the AOPN-II law are set to their optimal values, i.e., l/z : 1 x 10-6,
and l/e : 0.15. The sampling is taken every 0.02 second, and the noisy measurement is
modeled by subjecting the actual LOS angle measurements to zeÍo-mean additive Gaussian
noise with the variance of I m2rad2.
The estimation errors of the relative range, the relative velocity, and the target accelera-
tion are plotted in Figure 3.8-Figure 3.10 for non-maneuvering target engagement, and in
Figure 3.1l-Figure 3.13 for maneuvering target engagement. All the results presented are
the averages of 20 Monte Carlo runs.
For the non-maneuvering target,the estimates with TPN in Figure 3.8-Figure 3.10 demon-
strate divergent behavior in the end game phase, as shown by the solid line. These results
confirm that TPN does have difficulty in providing the guidance system with observable data
near the end course when the range observability index defined in (2.65) is nearly zero. On
the other hand, the trajectories generated by AOPN laws enable the Kalman filter to produce
a much better estimation performance.
The maneuvering target is assumed to be the first-order lag model as [16]' i.e.,
Arl-ÀAy:g (3.12)
with À : 0.1 and the initial target acceleration Aro - 5g. This target model gives a sim-
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Figure 3.8: Position estimation effor for non-maneuvering target engagement
ilar dynamic characteristic to the one modeled by (3.S) in simulations. From Figure 3.11-
Figure 3.I3, it appears that the filters with AOPN laws outperform their TPN counterpart
near the end of pursuit. It should be pointed out that the tests are conducted in such a way
that the filters are not within the control loop, hence the accuracy of the estimates generated
by the filters does not affect the trajectory generated by the guidance law. The results in
Figure 3.Il-3.13 confirm our analytical finding that AOPN guidance has the effect of en-
hancing the observability, and thus offers an advantage in improving the filter performance.
In practical applications, the estimates must be used to implement the control laws. To
investigate whether the interception can actually occur when the estimates from the modified
gain extended Kalman filter are fed to the control law, the state estimates take the place of the
actual state variables in realizing the control law. Figure 3.14 presents the trajectories of the
maneuvering target and the pursuer using TPN, while Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the
trajectories under AOPN-I and AOPN-II, respectively. When comparing with that of TPN,
the pursuer under AOPN laws tends to be more oscillatory during the pursuit course, so that
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Figure 3.L2: Velocity estimation elror for uraueuvering target engagement
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Figure 3.L3: Target acceleration estimation error for maneuvering target en-
gagement
The final miss distance, which is a measure of how far the target is from the pursuer at the
end of an engagement, is measured. Under the scenarios of Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15, and
Figure 3.16, the final average miss distance from 20 Monte Carlo simulation runs is 6.0rr¿
when TPN is used, 2.7m with AOPN-I, and 2.9m with AOPN-II. The result indicates that
AOPN laws are better than TPN. Additional scenarios are simulated, and the results on the
miss distance and the filter performance have been consistent.
3.8 Summary
A new additive observable proportional navigation law, AOPN-II, which is well-suited for
systems with bearings-only measurements, has been developed through this study. Fur-
ther investigation on AOPN-I based guidance systems has also been conducted. Based on
the closed-form solutions to pursuer-target motion equations under AOPN guidance laws,
guidelines on how to select navigation constants have been presented. The optimal value
































Figure 3.15: Pursuer and target trajectories under AOPN-I with ¡ñ : 4 and
^I2 
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Figure 3.16: Pursuer and target trajectories using AOPN-II with l/r : 4 and
^¡3 
: 0.15 when subject to noise
respectively, in terms of the fastest closing speed and the largest capture area.
In analyzing system observability, both AOPN guidance laws have been shown to pro-
vide a better possibility for the system to be observable than TPN does, due to the additive
information-enhanced term. This finding has also been confirmed by simulation studies.
Analytical comparison between TPN, AOPN-I, and AOPN-II shows that AOPN based
guidance systems perform better than TPN based systems. AOPN guidance laws offer a
larger capture area, abetter possibility of observable systems, and less sensitivity to uncer-
tainty in initial conditions. Between AOPN-I and AOPN-II, on one hand, the capture area
achievable by AOPN-I with the optimal l/z is larger than that by AOPN-II with the optimal
Àh; on the other hand, the AOPN-II control law, without demanding the range information
torealize,is simpler in form. As the upper bound of the effective second navigation constant
of AOPN-II is larger, AOPN-II is therefore easier to implement in practical applications.
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Chapter 4
Saturation Constraint Problems
The effects of saturation constraints on the performance of guidance systems under true
proportional navigation, and additive observable proportional navigation are studied via rig-
orous analysis and extensive simulations. For each guidance law, saturation constraints are
modeled when establishing pursuer-target motion equations. Conditions to achieve effec-
tive interception are derived for both unsaturated and saturated modes. Then, the impacts of
saturation constrains on total control effort and observability are mathematically analyzed.
Finally, the generality and accuracy of the derived conditions are confirmed by simulations.
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4.1 Introduction
We have studied several important characteristics of guidance systems, such as interception
performance, observability, and total control effort. All the analyses are carried out under
the assumption that the pursuer is able to provide adequate acceleration without saturation
constraints. In reality, an achievable pursuer acceleration is limited by angle-of-attack con-
straints at high altitudes, by the pursuer's structure at low altitudes in endoatmospheric in-
terceptors, and by lateral engine thrust-to-weight ratio in exoatmospheric interceptors [25].
V/hile the acceleration saturation of guidance systems is an interesting and important
issue, it has not been fully addressed, except in some studies mainly via simulations [6],
l22l and [23]. Simulation results [6] show that interception with zero miss distance can be
achieved when acceleration saturation occurs only during the initial part of the pursuit; if the
saturation persists throughout the entire engagement, it 
"ryill 
result in a finite miss distance.
The effects of acceleration saturation on miss distance are also considered for sinusoidal
target models 122,231. Rigorous analytical study on the influence of acceleration saturation
on system performance has not, however, been reported in the literature.
In this chapter, an analytical study of the impacts of acceleration saturation on system
performance is presented. In section 4.2, a mathematical model is firstly established for a
pursuer with acceleration constraints under TPN guidance to intercept a maneuvering tar-
get. Conditions for effective interception are derived for both non-saturation and saturation
acceleration modes. These conditions are usable in computing the most favorable pursuer's
launch conditions, and in predicting the occurrence of target interception. Analysis reveals
that interception can be accomplished under saturation mode if the derived interception con-
ditions are satisfied, but at the expense of greater total control effort than that when acceler-
ation is not saturated. Numerical simulations are conducted to conf,rm that the interception
conditions are sufficiently general to cater for a range of maneuvering target models.
In section 4.3, approaches used in analyzing TPN based systems are extended to additive
observable proportional navigation II (AOPN-II) based systems. System equations are set
up to describe a pnrsuer-target engagement with pursuer acceleration constraints under the
AOPN-II guidance law. Based on the established system equations, interception conditions
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are then derived for different operating modes. Finally, simulations verify the generality of
these interception conditions to accommodate variation of maneuvering target models.
4.2 TPN Based Systems
4.2.1 System Equations and Problem Formulation
The governing equations describing the pursuer-target motion take the form [6, 12]
Ìi - na' : Arn - Apn Ø.1)
na + ZÈA : Aro - Apo (4.2)
where rR is the relative range with initial value Ro o is the LOS angular rate with initial
value øo; Ay¡¿ and A7o ãre the target acceleration components along LOS and normal to
LOS, respectively; Ap¡¿ and Apo are the pursuer acceleration components along LOS and
normal to LOS, respectively.
With TPN, the pursuer acceleration Ap is given as
Apn:0; Apo : -¡Vti¿A Ø.3)
where ,A[ is a positive navigation constant.
To account for the finite acceleration capability of the pursuer due to its structure, angle-
of-attack constraints, actuator, etc l25l,the maximum acceleration that a pursuer can provide
must be incorporated when analyzing the performance. Figure 4.1 shows the simplified
block diagram of a TPN based guidance system. The actuator is taken as unity gain with no
dynamics for simplicity. However, saturation constraints represented by a nonlinear function
are included.
The pursuer acceleration under TPN with saturation constraints is expressed as
í -¡vrna when I ¡rrna 11 A*o,' (4.4)Apn: o; Apo -- {
[ -sign(Êö)' A*o, otherwise
where A*o, isthe pursuer acceleration saturation constraint. V/e will discuss in section 4.2.2
how this nonlinearity affects the interception perforrnance, the total oontrol effort, and the
observability.
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Figure 4.L: Block diagram of TPN based guidance system with acceleration
saturation constraint Amaø
In modeling pursuer target dynamics, the maneuvering target is assumed to have acceler-
ation proportional to the range rate R and normal to LOS. The target maneuver acceleration
takes the form, as [31],
Arn -- 0; Aro : -cosÌ|. (4.5)
where c is a non-negative constant of the target maneuver acceleration, and is directly pro-
portional to the maneuverability of the target. The model (4.5) reduces to a non-maneuvering
target case when c:0.
From (4.1) to (4.5), the governing equations of the target-pursuit motion are obtained as
Ìi-na' : o (4.6)
f
na + zÌu
I sign(-,Bo) ' A^o, - cos7 otherwise
which represent a pursuer tracking a maneuvering target under TPN, with the pursuer accel-
eration subjcct to saturation constraint A*or.
The problem of the acceleration saturation constraint is studied by first deriving condi-
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tions for the occurrence of target interception based on (4.6) and (4.1). Then, these condi-
tions are used to find the pursuer's total control effort over the entire interval [0, ¿¡], where ú¡
is the time when the interception occurs. Furthermore, the influence of saturation constraints
on system observability is considered.
4.2.2 System Analysis
When pursuer acceleration is subject to saturation nonlinearity as given in Figure 4.1, the
actual acceleration may operate in a normal, partial saturation, or saturation mode. The
operations can be classified according to operating regions into four cases as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2a4.2d. Target interception is analyzed for these cases.
Interception Conditions
Case I: Non-saturation with TPN
Consider Figure 4.2awhenthe pursuer operates in an unsaturated mode. That is, the pursuer
under TPN guidance with commanded acceleration never exceeds the saturation constraint
A*o, throughout the entire engagement.
Theorem 4.1 A necessary and sfficient conditionfor a non-saturated pursuer acceleration
under TPN throughout the entire engagemen\ when the pursuer acceleration is subject to
saturation constraint A^o, is





Proof. Because there is no acceleration component along the LOS under the TPN guidance
strategy, the relative velocity vector remains closely aligned with LOS, and thus the range
rate R is approximately a negative constant during the entire pursuit [6].
SincethemagnitudeofTPNguidancelawisgivenas|,ar1Ra|'thevariableädetermines
whether the commanded acceleration exceeds the saturation constraints.
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Figure 4.2b: Case II: Sat-










Figure 4.2u Case III: Non-
saturation followed by satura-
tion mode
-A -*
Figure 4.2d¿ Case IV: Satu-
ration mode throughout
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When TPN is to guide a pursuer to intercept a maneuvering target described in (4.5), the
LOS angular rate is obtained as [31]
ltú,_2_c/R\N'-z " I (4.10)o :öoL-¡,', -, (n/ +¡¿,-21







Because * t 0, * a 0, ø6 is the system initial value, and (l/r - 2 - c) is the system
constant, it is clear from (4.11) that the sign of ä remains the same throughout the entire
engagement, that is, ä monotonically increases, decreases, or remains the same. In others
words, ä will not oscillate during the pursuit. It follows that the maximum value of läl
occurs either at the beginning, or at the end of the engagement, i.e.,
max läl : läol or,
max lol : lo ¡l : ^,.l . lu.l1\\-z
where ä¡ is the LOS angul ar rate at the final interception, and is obtained by substituting
fr : O into (4.10). The maximum pursuer acceleration commanded by TPN is either at the
beginning of the pursuit, i.e.,l/rlËoool, or at the end, i.e., ffilL¡ool, where ß¡ is the final
range rate.
Note that with R approximately remaining as a negative constant, we have no = R¡.
Then, if
max (lftlnoäo l, #3lnoöo l) 1 A^o,: bl+oool,
the acceleration issued by TPN is not greater than the saturation constraints. It follows that
if inequality (4.8) is satisfied, then saturation will not occur. Conversely, if saturation does
not occur, then condition (4.8) should be satisfied. I
Theorem 4.2 For a pursuer with normal (i.e., unsaturated) acceleration throughout the
entire engagement under TPN, the following conditions must be satisfiedfor ffictive inter-
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where
(4.r4)
is defined by the system initial conditions
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 2.2. a
Remarks.
This theorem is identical to Theorem2.2in Chapter 2, exceptthat we explicitly state here
that the constraints obtained are specifically applicable to a pursuer operating in normal (i.e.,
unsaturated) mode, which is implicitly assumed in Chapter 2. Theorem 4.2 is included here
for completeness.
Case II: A^o" frrst, followed by TPN
This mode of operation is illustrated in Figure 4.2b wbere a maximum thrust is applied
during the initial phase of the course due to insufflcient available acceleration. The target-
pursuit motion equations (4.6) and (4.7) under this scenario are
ji-na" : 0 (4.15)
Rö + 2Ìlo : sign(Rä) . A^o, - cooil. (4.16)
For a saturated mode to become unsaturated under TPN, l¡\Il,Räl must decrease, so the
commanded acceleration becomes an attainable value. Then, the motion equations are
ji-na' : o Ø.t7)
Rö + 2il.o
The acceleration saturated at the beginning of the engagement implies that
¡/rl.Roáol ) A*o*: ólnoäol,
that is,
¡\h > b. Ø-19)
The interception conditions for this case are summarized as follows
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Theorem 4.3 To ffictively intercept a maneuvering target under TPN, the following con-
ditions must be satisfiedfor a guidance system with initial pursuer acceleration saturation,




b2lc2 + 2cbk2 + c2lç2 Ntc2>
¡\rr,(¡t¡, - 1)
where b and C are given in (4.9) and (4.14), respectively, and
k- (4.23)
Proof. To make (4.16) more tractable, we simplify the formulation by using the fact that
the range rate R is approximately a negative constant during the course as there is no accel-
eration component along the LOS.
At the beginning, a maximum acceleratioÍt A^o, is applied because of the saturation,
sign(Ro)A,,", : sign(Rsø¡) 'b' l,Roäol
sign(ás)läolb(-no)
x Unao Ø.24)
SubstitutingØ.2Ð into (4.16), and solving (4.15) and (4.16) yields the LOS angular rate
lk+z-h\tRt'-2 (b__ù1 Ø.zs)o:ool-(a/ *-l
From (4.25), an important fact emerges: interception with zero miss distance is not attain-
abte if acceleration saturation persists throughout the entire pursuit. This is because ä




Since * r Oandft < 0,if b> cf 2,then å a O Thismeansthatif oo ) 0,thenä < 0,
i.e., o decreases; or if ä6 < 0, then ¿; > 0, i.e., o increases. Both cases givc Lhe saure tesult,
that is, läl decreases from the very beginning.
¡/'(b- "-2)¡/'(b-c)-2b
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When ä reduces to a point at which A*o, : NrRo , then the saturated mode switches
to an unsaturated mode. At the transition,







where k is given in (4.23), and k e (0, 1) C R under the interception condition (4.20)
and the implied condition (4.19), i.e., when ¡ü > b > c + 2. (4.26) is derived because of
llfrnal : A^o, x lo*bill, and (4.27) is obtained by substituting (4.26) into the lefçhand
side of (4.25).
Note that after transition from a saturated mode to a normal (i.e., unsaturated) mode, we
must have new system initial values for the unsaturated TPN based system. The new initial
relative range, given in (4.27), is denoted as Rfi. The new initial LOS angulan rate, given in
(4.26), is denoted as äfi. The pursuit motion is given \n (4.17) and (4.18)'
Solving (4.17) and (4.18) yields
. .*/Ê\*'-'*,Ir*r-lr-f+1"'-''l Ø.zB)a -- oo \,?öi * ugv, - z¡ L' - \Rð/ l
We can check the sign of fr to determine the trend of lä1, as
.'," (å) : sisn lr,* -2b-"0 (å)--'(å)] 
: -' (4ze)
The last equal sign is because of conditions (4.19) and (4.20). (4.29) shows that løl will
decrease from ô - oö. It follows that the commanded acceleration reduces after TPN is
applied, and thus will not exceed the saturation constraints again.
Following the approach in the proof of Theorem 2.2, when TPN guidance law is used
to direct the pursuer, condition (4.21) should hold for an effective interception within the
capture area which is given in inequality @.22).1
Remarks.
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tl
by using the definition of b given in (4.9).
From the engagement geometry, \rye can obtain
. Vrsin (þ¡ - oo) - I/p sin (00 - oo)O¡
Rs
Vy cos (Óo - oo) - Vp cos (0o - oo).
b Nt-2





Condition (4.30), which gives the lower bound of the pursuer saturation constraints to
ensure interception, can be equivalently written as
A^o" >
.[V7 cos (óo - oo) - Vp cos (00 - oo)]l (4.33)
Inequality (4.33) shows that the minimal acceleration, which the pursuer should provide
to intercept a maneuvering target, is proportional to the target maneuverability. It reveals
that the larger the target maneuver constant c, the greater the pursuer acceleration capability
required for effective interception.
Note further that the minimal pursuer acceleration required is inversely proportional to
the initial range between the pursuer and the target. It can be explained as the longer the
initial distance, the more time to adjust the pursuer, and the less strict requirement on the
saturation constraints. The result can be used to derive a more favorable launch condition
for target interception.
Case III: TPN first, followed by A^o,
In this case, a normal (unsaturated) mode commanded by TPN is maintained until ä in-
creases to such a value that the pursuer acceleration becomes saturated, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2c. For this mode, interception with zero miss distance is not achievable.
Theorem 4.4 The conditions for a TPN based pursuer to operate in an initial unsaturated
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In such a pursuer-target engagement, the pursuer cannot intercept a target modeled by Ø.5)'
Proof. If ¡ü < b, i.e.,l/r lBoäo | < blÃ0ä0 | : A^o,, TPN is attainable during the first por-
tion of the pursuit. The LOS angular rate under the TPN guidance law is given as in (4.10).
If c -¡ 2 ) Nt, we then have from (4.11) that f; > 0, which shows läl will monotonically
increase. Condition (4.34) implies that
A^o, 1¡r, ¡/r=I izaol: NllÌto¡l (4.36)
Inequality (4.36) suggests that before an interception can occur, acceleration becomes satu-
rated. This is because as lä | has increased to such a value that lú lRàl : A^o, 1 ¡ft I na¡ I ,
the acceleration commanded by TPN is no longer attainable, and hence A-o, is used.
When A*o, is applied, the LOS angular rate is derived as
o -- ö* {(#)' + 
N'(?- ") 
l' - G) 
']} Øs7)
where R* and ä* denote the range and the LOS angular rate at the transition, respectively.
With condition(4.34),we have # > 0. This result indicates that lol increases monotonically
after the transition, and will lead to an acceleration saturation for the rest of the pursuit.
Consequently, the pursuer cannot hit the target because läl will approach infinity at the
closing moment of the engagement when -R -+ 0. I
Case IV: A^o, throughout
The occurrence for saturation throughout the entire engagement can be expressed as
b<min(l/r,c+2) (4.38)
Since b < ¡ú1 implies that pursuer acceleration is saturated at the beginning, while b <
c t 2 implies that commanded acceleration must increase, hence saturation is maintained
throughout the engagement. As we have pointed out in the proof of Theorem 4.3, zero miss
distance is not achievable for this case.
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Total Control Effort
The effects of saturation constraints on total control effort are studied. Only Case I and Case
II, i.e., non-saturation with TPN and A^o, followed by TPN, are considered here. Case III
and Case IV are discarded because there is no finite time for an interception to occur.
The total control effort is determined by cumulative velocity increment, which is defined
as [39]
, Lv: Io" lAPldt (4.3e)
where ú¡ is the final time when interception occurs, and Ap is the pursuer acceleration.
For a non-saturated TPN command (i.e., Case I), the total control effort is given as [40]
^tl _ 
Rolúr(1 +c) r. I/)v: ffitatl @'40)
For Case II in which A^o, is followed by TPN, it is proved that even when the pursuer
acceleration is not sufficient at the beginning, an interception is still achievable provided
conditions (4.20)-(4.22) are satisfied. It appears likely that the interception achieved by this
saturated mode is at the expense of greater total control effort than that necessary for an
unsaturated mode with TPN. It can now be shown that this is indeed the case.
The total control effort for Case II consists of two parts, the first part is that when A^o*
is used because of the saturation, and the second part is when TPN can be applied. That is,
LV : [' lA^""|d,, * [" lNri¿oldt (4.41)Jo | ,,uqÐ, J,
where r denotes the time at the transition. By using the approximation of A^o, given in
(4.24),the cumulative velocity increment can be rewritten as the integral with respect to ft,
i.e.,
[.1
LV : o,l[' tbootd(*) * 
Ioo 
t¡ü'ätd (*)] (442)
where k is the ratio ft at the transition and is given in (4.23). Further mathematical manip-
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which admits the following interpretation. (i) When b : Nt, i.e., k : 1, from (4'42), we
can see that this corresponds to one scenario of Case I, and the control effort computed by
(4.43) agrees with that by @.aQ. (ii) When b : cl 2, then k : 0, it represents one scenario
of CaseIV. (iii)When ¡ú > b > c12,i.e.,7> k > 0, itcorrespondsto CaseII.
Partial differentiating (4.43) with respect to ó leads to
,(Ë^t) 
-1_ _! . (*,_z+\,,-,-.2).0 Ø.44)Ab ¡ú1-1\ b-c-2/
Note that k is also the function of b, and conditions (4.19)-(4.22) must be satisfied. Inequal-
ity Ø.aÐ shows that (i) for Case II, i.e., ¡ú1 > b > c I 2, the total control effort monoton-
ically reduces with the increase of saturation constraints A,nor, which is representedby b,
and (ii) the total control effort reaches its minimumatb: ¡'L; this implies, cf (4.8), one
scenario of Case I. Thus the propellant required in Case II is greater than that necessary in
Case I.
Observability with Saturation Constraints
As observability is the central theme of this thesis, the question on whether and how satura-
tion constraints influence the system observability will be naturally raised. We analyze the
observability of the guidance systems subject to acceleration saturation constraints in four
operating modes.
The observability issue in Case I, when the systems is under a normal non-saturated TPN
control throughout, has been discussed in section 2.6.3.
For Case II in which A^o, \s followed by TPN, the range observability index defined in
(2.65) is
It(to,t¡) : [" Q - r)(A^o, - A7)d,s * ["(¿ - r)(¡rrna - A7)d' (4.45)Jto' Jr
where r denotes the time at transition. Note that ú6 represents the time when observability is
of particular interest. When analyzing the observability near the end game, which is critical
to achieve the interception, the range observability index (4.45) reduces to
rLtIt(to,t¡): 
Jr,' 
(, - s)(¡ñrRä - A7)ds, (4.46)
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which is the same as the index for a non-saturation with TPN, i.e., Case I. Evidently, the
results obtained on system observability toward the end of the engagement under a normal
TPN command are applicable to Case II, even though saturation occurs initially.
For Case III and Case IV in which A*o, takes effect in the final stage of an engagement,
the index is
, ft'I¡(to,tì : jr,' (t - s)(A*"* - A7)ds, (4.47)
Since A^o, is a constant, the index obtained in (4.47) is not equal to zeto when the system
is engaging a non-maneuvering tafget, i.e., when Ar :0. It follows that when acceleration
is operating in the Case III and Case VI regions, an observable system in pursuit of a non-
maneuvering target is still feasible. This result differs from that of Case I. However, the
overriding condition that an interception cannot occur in Case III and Case IV diminishes
the potential observability advantage.
In summary, for those cases in which an interception is achievable, the saturation con-
straints do not affect the system's observability signiflcantly. This is simply because TPN
eventually takes its place as the guidance law.
4.2.3 Simulation Results
To confirm the results derived in section 4.2.2 andto check the generality of the interception
conditions, simulation studies with different scenarios are conducted.
All the simulations use the following data,
Velocity of the Pursuer, Vp : 600mls;
Velocity of the tatget, Vr : 300m1 s;
Initial heading angle of the pursuer, 0o : 0";
Initial heading angle of the target, do : 30';
Initial LOS angle, oo : 0o,
which are the same as those used in section 3.7 except the initial relative range ,Ro. The ini-
tial range.R6 is fixed to 1000rn in most simulations in this section, expect that -Rs is variable
in producing Figure 4.5. The initial conditions r?s and os are computed from (4.31) and
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(4.32). In realizing the guidance law (4.4), Nr : 4, a typical value of the TPN navigation
constant, is used throughout the simulation.
In order to verify the derived interception conditions for different cases, the trajectories
of a maneuvering target and a pursuer with acceleration constraints under TPN are plotted
in Figure 4.3. The target model is given in (a.5) with the maneuver constant c : l- Three
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Figure 4.3: Trajectories of a maneuvering target and a pursuer under TPN with
acceleration saturation constraints
When A^o* : 2lg, we have, based on inequality (4.8), a scenario representing an un-
saturated TPN mode for the entire engagement. As the given system initial values and the
navigation constant lft satisfy the Case I interception conditions (4.12) and (4.13), an in-
terception can occur. This is confirmed by the trajectory of the pursuer in solid line in
Figure 4.3. When A^o, : !3g, aCase IV scenario occurs, according to inequality (4.38). It
is observed from Figure 4'3 thatthe pursuer with A*o, : I3g is unable to turn sufficiently
fast to accomplish the interception task, which confirms the remark in section 4.2'2 that an
interception is not achievable for Casc VI. Interception conditions (4.20)-(4.22) allow us to
predict that only when the saturation constraint A^o, is larger than 15.69 for this scenario
. target
- 
missile: Ama=21 g, non-saturation
r¡."¡¡" 46¿x=169, partically saturation
- - m¡ssile: Amax=l saturation
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then can the pursuer successfully hit the target. This predication is confirmed by the ability
of the pursuer with A*o, : 169 to capture the target, in spite of the saturation at the first
stage of pursuit. We thus see that the derived interception conditions are practically useful
for predicting the occurrence of target interception.
The effects of acceleration saturation constraints on the pursuer system performance are
now investigated.
Figure 4.4 shows how the pursuer acceleration saturation constraints A^o, are linked to
the maximum maneuver constant c of the target: A^o, attainable is proportional to c. Note
that the larger the target maneuver constant, the more maneuverable the target. It appears
from Figure 4.4 that the smaller the pursuer saturation constraints, the less maneuverable
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Figure 4.4: Pursuer acceleration constraint A^o, versus target maneuver con-
stant c under TPN
Figure 4.5 demonstrates that the initial range Re is inversely proportional to A^o,. That
is, the smaller initial range -R6, the larger A*o* needed to hit the target. Note that a small
Ile represents a less favorable initial condition because of the lack of sufficient time to
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Figure 4.5: Pursuer acceleration constraint Amar versus initial relative range
R¡ under TPN
Both solid lines in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 are obtained from simulations, while the
dotted lines are computed analytically from (4.33). They show that the simulation results,
where A*o, is actually used instead of the model A*o, N lUÌZAol, are identical to their the-
oretical counterparts. Therefore, the model A^o, N lb&öol established in(4.24) is adequate
for investigating the saturation effects.
Total control efforts are given in Figure 4.6 under different acceleration saturation con-
straints, for both simulation and theoretical computation obtained ftom(4.43). When A^o*
is adequate for interception to occur, the total control effort decreases with the A*o* in-
creases. It reaches its minimum when the pursuer acceleration capability is suffrcient for an
unsaturated TPN to be maintained throughout the entire game, i.e., Case L This is because
more propellant is needed for correcting the pursuit error due to the saturation. Figure 4.6
confirms that interception for an unsaturated mode can be achieved by less total control ef-
fort than that for a saturated mode, as discussed in section 4.2.2. Simulation and theoretical
results shown in Figure 4.6 validate the model A^o, N lîÈAol once again.
All the interception conditions are derived based on the target model in (4.5), which
9I
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Figure 4.6: Total control efforts of pursuers with different acceleration satura-
tion constraints under TP
represents a îear constant target acceleration with respect to the pursuer. To evaluate how
general are the interception conditions when the target model varies, \rye use six target mod-
els in the simulation. They are: near constant acceleration target [31], (i.e., the model used
in our analytical study), constant acceleration target [23], modified smart target [44], TPN
based target [45], first order lag target [16], and sinusoidal tatgetl23l'
Table 4.1 gives the mathematical models and simulation results on the proximity between
the pursuer and the target. In column two of Table 4.1, Ày denotes the constant of the
target models. All target constants are determined by assuming targets to have the same
initial acceleration as the near constant acceleration target with c : 1. That is, the initial
target acceleration Aro equals 5.2g,which is derived from lArol : cilooo. This allows
the same interception conditions to be used for all target models. In the simulation study,
the pursuer is assumed to have A^o* :17g, which gives a Case II scenario. Based on the
Case II interception conditions (4.20)-(4.22),the pursuer is capable of intercepting the near
constant acceleration target with c : 1.
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4.0mArn.: Aro: )'Tcosotsinusoidal
3.6mArn: Aro : À7 exP (-0.1¿)first order lag
7.5mArn -- 0; Aro : ÀrftoTPN based
l.5mArn:01Aro: Àrl(Ro)modified smart
2.5mArn: o; A7o - À7constant acceleration




with respect to pursuer
Thbte 4.L: Miss distance for different target models with initial acceleration
Aro : 5.2g when the saturation constrainf A^o, : 17g under TPN
5rn, which is sufficient to cause damage to the targetin practice. The results indicate that the
interception conditions Ø.2Ð-Ø.22) are sufficiently general to cater for variations in target
models.
4.3 AOPN Based Systems
4.3.1 System Equations
The pursuer acceleration Ap with AOPN-II given in (3.7) is expressed as
Apn : 0; Apo : -¡VrRa - 
^Isn
(4.48)
where Ap¡¡aîd Apo àÍecomponents of the pursuer's acceleration along the LOS and normal
to LOS, respectivelY; lúr and lú3 are navigation constants.
The pursuer acceleration under AOPN-II with saturation constraints is given as
Apn:0; Apo : { -N'na - 
1vãn when I ¡r'n¿ + N3n 11 A^o'' (4.49)
[ -sign(Rö)' A^o, otherwise
where A^o" is the pursuer acceleration saturation limit.
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Substituting the pursuer acceleration in (4.49) and the target acceleration model in (a.5)
into the general equations of the target-pursuit motion given in (4.1) and(4.2),the governing
equations become
(4.s0)Rò2Ìi
R¿i + 2Ro :
0
Nrna + ¡/3R - cosï when I ¡frRa + ¡/BR 11 A*o,
sign(Bø) 'A*o, - cooÌ|. otherwise
(4.s 1)
which represent a maneuvering target engagement under AOPN-II with the pursuer acceler-
ation subject to saturation constraint A^or.
We will analyze how the saturation nonlinearity affects the interception performance by
deriving conditions for the occurïence of target interception based on (4.50) and (4.51).
4.3.2 System Analysis
Similar to the analysis of TPN based systems, there are four different cases to consider since
the actual pursuer acceleration commanded by AOPN-II may operate in a normal, partial
saturation, or saturation mode. Target interception conditions for these cases are analyzed.
Case I: Non-saturation with AOPN
Theorem 4.5 A necessary and sfficient conditionfor a AOPN-II based pursuer to operate
in a normal (i.e., unsaturated) mode throughout the entire engagement, when the pursuer
acceleration is subject 1o saturation constraint A^o, is
*u*llr,+N'l.le",:l-'{'l) =, Ø.s2)'^'-"\l'''' äol'láo(¡/r-2) V -"
where
, Arno,b:ffi (4's3)
Proof. The derivation is identical to that for TPN based systems in the proof of Theorem 4.1,
and thus is omitted here. I
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: 0, condition (a.52) reduces to (4.8), which is a necessary and sufficient
condition for TPN based systems. The difference between (4.52) and (4.8) is caused by the
additive term of the AOPN-II guidance law to enhance system observability'
Theorem 4.6 For an effective interception of a maneuvering target, a pursuer with nor-
mal (i.e., unsaturated) acceleration throughout the entire engagement under AOPN-II must










Proof. See the proof of Theorem 3.4. I
Remarks.
Theorem 4.6 is the same as Theorem 3.4, except the explicit statement of operating in
unsaturated regions in Theorem 4.6.
Case II: A^o*firstrfollowed by AOPN-II
In this case, a thrust at its maximum limit is applied in the initial phase of the pursuit due
to insufficient available acceleration. The target-pursuit motion equations (4.50) and (4.51)
under such an operation are
ji-na, : 0 (4.59)
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For a saturated mode to become unsaturated, the magnitude of the acceleration commanded
by AOPN-II must reduce sufficiently. Then, the motion equations become
ä-na, : o (4.61)
na + zÈa
The acceleration saturated at the beginning of the engagement implies that
ll/rfiooo + ¡/eÊo I ) A^o, : blRoäol,
that is,
l¡0, * &l r ,. (4.63)| ' ool
The interception conditions for Case II are summarized as follows.
Theorem 4.7 The conditions for a pursuer with initial acceleration saturation to be able to



















where b, C, and d are defined in (4.53), (4.57), and (4.58), respectively.
Proof. Following the approach used in section 4.2.2, the approximation A^o, = Ö/?ä¡ is
adopted to make (4.60) more tractable. The LOS angular nate, when A^o, is applied at the
beginning, is obtained as
lk+z-h\rnr-2 (b:91 (4.6s)o:ool-(.a,) *71
Note that (4.69) is same as (4.25). This is because TPN and AOPN-II based systems have
the same system equations when the commanded acceleration is saturated at the beginning.
r
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Differentiating (4.69) gives
?:(u-c-2) l3)-'l+)os '' \r?o ) \no) '
Since * r O and ft < 0, if b > c12, then í; a 0.This means that lál decreases fromthe
start of the engagement.
'When 
läl reduces to a point at which A^o* -- l¡ftna + 
^fsRl, 
the mode switches from
saturated to unsaturated. Such transition will incur new system initial values which must be
used in the subsequent unsaturated AOPN-II based system. The new initial relative range is
denoted as ,Rfi, and the new initial LOS angular rate as ófi. At the transition,
òö: loo Ø.10)
where I < 1 is used to account for the fact that løl reduces from the beginning when A-o*
is used.
When the acceleration commanded by AOPN-II is inside the non-saturation range, solv-
ing (4.61) and(4.62) yields
) _ ;_* / B \ 
*'-' 
-coo - Ns l, _ (A \"'-'lo:oö (,Fål +ffi L'- (,8öJ ) Ø,D
To determine the trend of lä1, we check the sign of fr
,'r" (å) : sisn{',* -2)oö+¡/3 -'*, (#)- '(#)} Ø12)
Because + t O, å . 0, and t(¡fr - 2)oö + ¡ú3 - cäs] is determined by the system's
initial values and constants, the sign of ä remains the same for the rest of the engagement. It
follows that maximum value of läl occurs either at the transition, or at the end of the pursuit.
That is,
max läl : läöl or,
maxlôl : lotl:1ffi=il
If the condition in (4.68) is satisfied, it then ensures that the pursuer acceleration is not
saturated at the end of the engagement. It follows that the acceleral"ion by AOPN-II remains
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Following the approach used in the proof of Theorem 3.4, when AOPN-II guidance law
is used to direct the pursuer, the two conditions (4.65) and (4.66) should hold for an effective
interception within the capture area which is defined by the new system initial values. We
now derive condition (4.61).
According to (4.56), when AOPN-II is applied after the transition, the system's new
initial values should satisfy
ljö_l' , ! Ø..l3)
\n¿a¡ ) ' N,'
where .Rfi denotes the range rate at the transition. Because .R remains approximately a
negative constant, we have: (Ð Rö = Ro, and (ii) 0 < ,Bð ( R¡ becaus" l3 < 0. The latter
suggests that R must decrease. From these two relationships and (4'70), we have
(r*)"(#^)'' (u*)' @i4)
If the system initial values Rr, Ro, and o6 satisfy (4.67), then from (4.14), inequality (4.13)
is valid. Therefore, (4.67) is a sufficient conditionfor (4.73) in regard to the capture area for
Case II. I
Remarks.
Whatever guidance strategy is used, A^o, will be used as long as the commanded ac-
celeration exceeds the available acceleration. As TPN based systems and AOPN-II based
systems have the same dynamics when A*o, is applied during the first stage of pursuit, the
interception condition (4.64) and its equivalent form (4.33), which define the lower bound
of the pursuer acceleration capability, are equally applicable to both TPN and AOPN-II
systems. For ease of reference, the condition (4.33) is repeated below.
A*o' >
'[þcos (Óo - oo) - Vpcos (00 - "o)]l' 
(4'15)
Further investigation shows that no matter which guidance law is used after initial acceler-
ation saturation, condition (4.75) is necessary to ensure interception. Therefore, condition
(4.15) is a general condition fur inLerception when the initial pursuer accclcration is reach-
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intercept a maneuvering target is proportional to the target maneuverability, and inversely
proportional to the initial range between the pursuer and the target.
Case III: AOPN-II first, followedby A^o,
In Case III, a normal acceleration commanded by AOPN-II is applied until the pursuer
acceleration increases to such a value that it exceeds the saturation constraints, and then
A-o, is used.
We analyze only a set of scenarios in Case III, namely, those scenarios with l/r + * t 0
because they are mathematically tractable. For this set of scenarios, the interception with
zero miss distance is not achievable.
Theorem 4.8 When the pursuer-target engagement satisfies
Nlcos - 2Nz (4.16)
oo(¡/r - 2)




which represent a normal AOPN-II mode first followed thereafter by A^o*, the pursuer
cannot intercept a target modeled by Ø.5).
Proof. If 0 < ¡fr + * . b,i.e.,ll{rfio"o *Àhftol < blil.sool: A^o,, AOPN-IIis
attainable at the beginning. The LOS angular rate is obtained as in (3.28)
o- à^[lr-coo-Nt]rn\N'-2 "ôo-^lr] Ø.is)-"otLt- "¡t'-rj tai * a¡N,-'a¡
and the LOS angular acceleration is given by differentiating (4'78) as
ö: oo(r', - 2 - ci*) (*)--' (#) Øls)
If lr¡, + # a " * 2, from (4.19),we have I > O;this shows 
that løl will monotonically
increase, and implies that ä will not change its sign. T\erefore, we obtain í; > 1. From
(4.16), we have
A^o, N blilröol <
(4.71)
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inequality (4.80) can be rearranged as
A^o* 1lN1R¡o¡ + ¡/rnll
. öoo - l/e
¡/t
'When A,no, is applied, the LOS angular rate is obtained as
Inequality (4.S1) implies that before an interception can occur, the acceleration becomes
saturated. This is because läl has increased to such a value that ll/rËä + ¡ú3nl : A^o, 1
lNfi¡o¡ + ÄhRrl, the acceleration commanded by AOPN-II is no longer within the attain-
able limit, and hence ,4-o, is used.
At the transition, from llftrRä + ¡ú3Rl : (lfr å + *) lÃoäo I : A^o,, the LoS angular
rate is derived as
(4.81)
(4.82)
(4.83)20* + c - b)os
2
o--
where .R* denotes the range at the transition, and ä* denotes the LOS angular rate at the
transition. The value of ä* is given in (4.82).
The trend of lôl is examinable from the sign of fr.





Condition (4.76)yields ("- b)lvt +2b- * t 0, while (4.77) gives f < ó; hence,
from (4.84), we have rigr (å) : 1. This result indicates that løl increases monotonically
after the transition, and will give rise to an acceleration saturation for the rest of the course.






Chapter 4. Saturation Constraint Problems
Case IV: A*o, throughout
The condition for the pursuer acceleration to be saturated throughout the entire engagement
is
ó < min (l* . *l ,'* r) (4 ss)
A a ltr + #l suggests that the pursuer acceleration is saturated during the first portion of
the pursuit, and ó < c 12 implies that the commanded acceleration must increase. There-
fore, the saturation is maintained throughout the engagement, and zero miss distance is not
achievable for this case.
4.3.3 Simulation and Discussion
All the simulations use the same initial values as those in section 4.2.3. In realizing the
AOPN-II guidance law (4.49), ¡y'1 : 4 and ¡y'3 : 0.1 are used throughout the simulation,
unless otherwise stated.
To verify the derived interception conditions for different cases, the trajectories of ama-
neuvering target modeled by (a.5) with c : 1 and a pursuer with acceleration constraints
under AOPN-II are displayed in Figure 4.7 . Three different acceleration constraints selected
are 279,169, and 739.
Interception conditions G.6Ð-(a.68) allow us to predict that only when A^o, is larger
than 15.69 can the pursuer hit the target. With A^o, :76g, although the commanded ac-
celeration by AOPN-II is not attainable at the first stage of pursuit, an interception is still
achievable, i.e., a scenario of Case II. V/ith A,no, ) 25g, according to condition (4.52),
it corresponds to a scenario of Case I, i.e., non-saturation with AOPN-II. Figure 4.7 con-
firms that an interception can occur for this scenario of Case I, since interception conditions
(4.54)-(4.56) are satisfied. A pursuer with A-o, : I3g, a scenario of Case IV based on
(4.85), is unable to turn sufficiently fast to capture the target, due to inadequate available
acceleration throughout the entire engagement.
To illustrate a scenario of Case III, the trajectory of a pursuer with A*o, : 169 and
navigation constant 
^¡s 
: -0.3 is also plotted in Figure 4.7 . The simulation result verifies
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Figure 4.72 Trajectories of a maneuvering target and a pursuer under AOPN-II
with acceleration saturation constraints
the analytical finding that the interception is not attainable if the pursuer-target engagement
satisfies conditions (4.76)-(4.77), as discussed in Theorem 4.8. We observe that in this
Case III scenario, the pursuer is subject to the same acceleration constraint A^o, : 169 as
that in the previous Case II scenario, but with different /ft. That is, ÀIe : -0.3 in Case III
and À/s : 0.1 in Case II are used. Comparing the pursuer's trajectories in these two cases,
we further observe that with a given acceleration saturation constraint, a scenatio of Case
III under AOPN-II can be converted into a scenario of Case II by adjusting ÄIr, and hence
accomplishing the pursuit mission. Simulation studies show that the derived interception
conditions are practically useful in predicting the occurrence of target interception.
Based on the results from simulations, total control efforts under different acceleration
saturation constraints are depicted in Figure 4.8. Interpretation of Figure 4.8 admits the
following: (i) for those cases in which A*o, is adequate for an interception to occur, total
control effort monotonically reduces with the increase of saturation constraints; and (ii) total
control effort reaches its minimum when the pursuer acceleration capability is sufficient for
an unsaturated AOPN-II to be maintained throughout the entire engagement, i.e., Case I. We
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can see from Figure 4.8 that an interception achieved in a partial saturation mode consumes
more control effort than in a non-saturation mode, because more propellant is needed for
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Figure 4.8: Total control efforts of pursuers with different acceleration satura-
tion constraints under AOPN-II
The interception conditions for different operating modes under AOPN-II are derived
based on the target model in (4.5), which gives a near constant target acceleration. To inves-
tigate how general these interception conditions are with variation in target models, the six
target models used in the performance evaluation of the TPN based systems in section 4.2.3
are employed here. Table 4.2 gives their mathematical models and simulation results on the
miss distance between the missile and the target.
In this part of simulation study, A*o, : 169 is used. This gives a Case II scenario.
The simulation results confirm that even with initial saturation, the missile is still capable
of intercepting the near constant acceleration target with c : 1. In order to allow the same
interception conditions to be used for all target models, the target constant, denoted as la in
Talrle 4.2,is determined by assuming all targct modcls to have the same initial value as the
chosen near constant acceleration target' That is, Aro :5'2g is used for all models' This
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numerical value is derived from lATsl : cRooo.
From the results in Table 4.2, we observe that all the miss distances are well within
5rn, which in practice is regarded as sufficiently close to cause damage to the target. The
results serve to confirm the generality of interception conditions Ø.6Ð-(4.61) in catering
for considerable different target models.
I.6mArn : Aro : À7 cos otsinusoidal [23]
3.6mArR: Aro : )7 exp (-0.1ú)first order lag [16]
2.0mArn:0; Aro : ÀrRoTPN based [45]
L.5mArn : 0; Aro : Àr l(Ro)modified smart [44]
2.8mArn:0i Aro - )rconstant acceleratio n l23l




with respect to missile
Tâble 4.2: Miss distance for target models with initial acceleration Aro : 5.29
when A-o, : 769 under AOPN-II
4.4 Concluding Remarks
The effects of acceleration saturation constraints on system performance have been inves-
tigated. Analysis of TPN based and AOPN-II based guidance systems with acceleration
saturation constraints demonstrates that saturation constraints do degrade the system's inter-
ception performance and cause more total control efforts to be consumed.
Four different operating modes have been considered when deriving the interception con-
ditions. These conditions are useful to predicate the occurrence of target interception. In
particular, conditions (4.20)-(4.22) for TPN and conditions (4.64)-(4.68) for AOPN-II are
significant. Analysis indicates that even thought the commanded acceletation cannot always
be provided, if condition Ø.20)-(4.22) are met for TPN based systeux, au intelception with
zero miss distance can be accomplished. Similarly, for an initially saturated AOPN-II com-
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mand, conditions (4.64)-(4.68) must be satisfied in order to achieve a zero miss distance
interception. Otherwise, a finite possible large miss distance will result, due to inadequate
pursuer's acceleration capability.
Condition (4.33), which is equally applicable to both TPN based systems and AOPN-II
based systems, defines the minimal acceleration capability a pursuer should provide with re-
spect to its system initial conditions. In practical terms, it allows one to compute a favorable
launch condition for target interception.
Both analytical study and simulation have proved that more total control efforts are
needed to achieve an interception with a saturated TPN command than that with a normal
TPN command. Similar results are registered in AOPN-II commanded systems.
To complete the work on observability analysis, the impacts of saturation constraints
on the observability of TPN based systems have been studied. For those cases in which
target interception can occur, the saturation constraints impose no influence at all on system
observability near the end of pursuit.
Finally, simulations demonstrate that the derived interception conditions are sufficiently






Motivated by poor observability problems suffered by bearings-only measurement systems
under conventional proportional navigation guidance strategy, this research is primarily con-
cerned with the performance improvement and observability enhancement of proportional
navigation based guidance systems.
To achieve the Aim One of this research, that is to explore the characteristics of classical
proportional navigation guidance laws, a study of true proportional navigation (TPN), the
foundation for more advanced guidance techniques, was chosen. Analysis of TPN based
systems has been performed by deriving closed-form solution, developing necessary condi-
tions for interception, determining total control effort, and examining system observability.
It has been shown that the target maneuver affects interception unfavorably in terms of
slowing down the closing speed, tightening the interception conditions, and utilizing more
control energy.
Necessary and sufficient observability conditions have been established in Theorem 2.4
for non-maneuvering target cases and in Theorem 2.5 for maneuvering targets, and thus Aim
Two of this research is fulfilled. The generality of these derived conditions has been sub-
stantiated by identifying most previous results as covered by these conditions. Extensions of
the conditions obtained in (2.60) and (2.64) are particularly useful in observability analysis
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with guidance laws in closed loop. V/ith the range observability index defined in (2.65),
application of the extensions to TPN based systems has revealed that the lack of range ob-
servability problem suffered by TPN based systems is due to the very strategy of nullifying
the LOS angular rate in TPN.
In working toward achieving Aim Three, a ne\ry form of additive observable proportional
navigation, AOPN-II, has been proposed in Chapter 3, to improve observability as well as
to ensure effective interception. Another version of AOPN guidance law, AOPN-I, has also
been investigated in Chapter 3. This study has demonstrated that both AOPN laws with
their optimal navigation constants perform far better than TPN does in terms of covering a
larger capture area. Theorem 3.3 and Theorem3.4 provide bounds on navigation constants
of AOPN laws to ensure interception, and can serve as design aids. Both analytical and
simulation studies have confirmed that system observability under AOPN laws is enhanced
when compared with the TPN counterpart. Therefore, AOPN guidance laws are well-suited
for angle-only measuremen[ syslelrts.
To achieve Aim Four, investigation into the influence of saturation constraints on sys-
tem performance has been conducted and the findings are presented in Chapter 4. Analysis
has shown that despite initial saturation, an interception is still achievable if more strin-
gent constraints on systems initial launch conditions are satisfied. However, the mission
of intercepting a target is accomplished at the expense of using more control effort. Con-
straint (4.33), which defines the minimum acceleration capability to ensure interception, is
particular useful in computing favorable launch conditions. Simulation runs with different
maneuver models have confirmed the validity of the derived conditions in predicting the
interception of targets.
5.2 Future Work
Despite the progress made in guidance and control systems during the past decades, there
will always be demand for performance enhancement in guidance systems, due to the con-
tinual advances in aircraft and related technologies. Considerable progress in enhancing
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performance and observability of bearings-only measurement systems have been reported
in this thesis. An extension of this research project in a more specific way could center on the
area of target acceleration modeling. \ü/hen deriving the solutions to system motion equa-
tions engaging a maneuvering target, the target acceleration model is taken as (2.6), because
it is mathematically solvable. While the model does provide insights into how target ma-
neuver influences system performance, it becomes intractable in state equation form set up
in Cartesian coordinate. There is clearly a need to derive a general target model that is real-
istic in practice, tractable in analysis, and suitable for many purposes. Recently a new target
model, regarded as realistic, has been presented [44]. Difficulty exists however in solving
the motion equations incorporating this target model, and thus increasing the complexity of
further system investigation. Despite this major drawback, the new model still constitutes a
good starting point. Indeed, modeling the acceleration of a highly maneuverable target has
always been an active research area. Different specific-purpose target acceleration models
lrave been proposed, including targct modcls for guidance design Í?8, 461, and for target
state estimationl29,47l. To date, a sufficiently general target model is still an open research
topic. The gains from incorporating a good target model in the design of control laws are nu-
merous, including enhancement of robustness of guidance systems in terms of their ability
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